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Abstract

An analysis of the electromagnetic characteristics of a loop antenna which is posi-

tioned coaxially on the surface of an infinitely long dielectric circular cylinder has

many applications in the areas of antenna design, fibre-optics, millimeter wave de-

vices, and bioelectromagnetics. Such an analysis, focussing primarily upon input

impedance, surface wave behaviour, and radiation characteristics, is the subject of

this thesis.

The antenna is modelled with the aid of the thin approximation as an

f(ó)S(r) electric current distribution situated on the free space - dielectric interface.

A Debye potentials based formulation is employed to obtain formal exact expressions

for all electromagnetic field components which result from said current distribution.

The formulation for the fieids is extended to obtain expressions for input impedance

and. current distribution, surface wave characteristics, and radiation characteristics.

The input impedance is evaluated using numerical quadrature and residue theory.

The surface l¡/ave behaviour is studied with the aid of residue theory. The far

field, or radiation characteristics, are studied with the aid of the steepest descent

technique.

Numerical results are provided for the three main characteristics of interest and a

number of interesting features are shown from these results. In particular, the input

impedance of the antenna is sirown to consist of trn'o terms, a radiation term and a

'wlre

vtii



surface 'wave term. Extensive investigation into these terms illustrate the relative

impact of each term on the overall behaviour of the loop's input impedance. The

field amplitudes of a selected number of surface wave modes are studied. Finally,

the radiation characteristics of the antenna ane extensively investigated and the

extent to which the cylinder affects the radiation from the antenna is thoroughly

presented.
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Statement of Problem

The installation of a loop antenna coaxiaily upon a dieiectric circular cylinder may

be motivated by many applications. For example, the cylinder may provide me-

chanical support for the loop antenna. Alternatively, the loop antenna may be

employed as a surface \Ã/ave launcher on the cylinder, which is being used as a

millimeter-wave waveguide. Further, the cylinder and loop combination may be

employed specifically as a radiating element. A1l of these applications demand a

complete and accurate characterization of the current distribution on the loop an-

tenna and the electromagnetic fi.elds resuiting from this current distribution. Such a

demand. establishes the motivation for the lesearch effort represented by ihis thesis.



Contributions to Research

This thesis presents an analysis of the electromagnetic characteristics of a loop an-

tenna which is positioned coaxially on an infinitely long dielectric circular cylinder.

Specifically, the following characteristics are investigated; the input impedance of

the antenna and the associated current distribution, the radiation characteristics of

the antenna, the propagation velocities and electromagnetic field structure of the

hybrid mode surface rvaves which are excited on the cylinder by the antenna, and,

finally, the contributions made to the resistive component of the input impedance

by radiation and surface wave excitation.

The antenna is modelled as an f@)t(") electric current distribution situated

on the free space - dielectric interface and is under the influence of a rectangular

voltage pulse function. A Debye potentials based. formulation is employed to obtain

exact expressions for all electromagnetic field components resuiting from the given

current distribution. The thin wire approximation is invoked to obtain the feedpoint

current resulting from a 1.0 volt rectangular pulse excitation. From this, the input

impedance and current distribution are determined. The radiation characteristics

of the loop antenna are obtained through a steepest descent approximation of the

tangential electric field expressions for the free space region. The surface wave

behaviour is investigated through an evaluation of residue terms which arise in the

calculation of the fie1d expressions. Numerical results are presented which illustrate

the characteristics of the various parameters of interest. For verification purposes,

special cases are compared with results found elsewhere in the literature.



A general analysis of the loop antenna positioned coaxially on a dielectric circular

cylinder, to the author's knorvledge, has not appeared previously in the literature.

Therefore, the research effort presented here is considered to be a fundamental

contribution to the discipline of electrical engineering.

Summo,ry of Presentat'i,on

The contents of this thesis have been organized into six main chapters, Chapter 2

Literature lleuiew, Chapter 3 Analytical Formulation, Chapter 4 Input Impedance

and, Current Distribution, Chapter 5 Surface Waae Characteristics, Chapter 6 Radi-

ati,on Ch,aracteristics,, ar.d, Chapter 7 Conclusions and Recommendations for Future

Work. As implied by its title, Chapter 2 provides a representative overview of the

literature pertaining to loop antennas in various environments. The first section

deals with the investigations of loop antennas located in free space. Included in this

section is an indication of the work performed in the area of transient analysis and.

the Singularity Expansion lt4ethod as applied to loop antennas. The second section

reports on the experimental and theoretical work involving loop antennas located

in lossy infrnite media. The ihird section details the analysis of loop antennas in

the presence of various haif spaces. The fourth section is of particular interest in

that it reviews the work concerning loop antennas mounted on various cylindrical

cores. The fifih section provides a representative overview of efforts directed to-

rvards dielectric rod antennas, and the sixth section deals with the analysis of the

waveguiding properties of dielectric circular cylinders.

Chapter 3 presents the analytical formulation for this research. First, the devel-



opment of the formal solution for the electromagnetic field components is reviewed.

The general evaluation of the electromagnetic field expressions is then discussed. In

turn, and with supporting appendices, the evaluations of input impedance, current

distribution, radiation characteristics and surface wave characteristics are described.

Chapter 4 provides numerical results for the input impedance and current distri-

bution on the antenna for a variety of situations. Of special interest is the compar-

ison of input impedance results obtained from the present formulation with those

obtained elsewhere in the iiterature, for the case where the dielectric constant of

the cylinder is unity.

Chapter 5 provides numerical results for the propagation velocities and electro-

magnetic field structure of various hybrid mode surface v/aves which may be excited

by loop antennas in the given geometry.

Chapter 6 provides extensive numerical results for the radiation characteristics

of the antenna and illustrates the influence of the cylinder's dielectric constant on

the shape of the radiation pattern.

Chapter 7 summarizes a number of conclusions wirich may be taken from this

research effort and discusses future directions along u'hich research in this area may

follorv. Publications resulting from this research work are itemized here.

4
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Introduction

In analyzing the loop antenna mounted on an infinitely long dielectric circular cylin-

der, a number of perspectives may be taken. The loop may be considered as the

principle radiator of the system, with the rod providing only mechanical support.

The loop may be used as a surface wave launcher in applications related to dielectric

rod ant'ennas. Or the loop may be employed as an array element in a linear array

driven by a dielectric rod waveguide.

To complement the many aspects of the stated problem, a fairly wide review of

the literature has been performed. This review highlights the many investigations

of loop antennas situated in or next to various media, reports on various efforts in

the analysis and design of dielectric rod antennas, and finally, examines the study

of surface wave excitation on a dielectric rod. In detail, this chapter begins with a

review of the more significant reports of investigations on loop antennas located in



free space. Next, an extension of the free space case is made to investigations of

loop antennas located in dissipative media. This is foilowed by the analysis of loop

antennas in so-called half space problems. Of significant importance is the review

of available Iiterature on loop antennas mounted coaxially over various infinitely

long structures. A synopsis of the work conducted on dielectric rod antennas is pro-

vided. And finally, efforts to characterize the guiding properties of various cylinder

geometries are explored.

Loop Antennas in Free Space

It appears that Storer [1] was the first investigator to provide extensive numerica.i

data for the input impedance of a loop antenna. His analysis involved the Fourier

expansion of not only the current distribution on the loop itself, but also the free

space Green's function which serves as the kernel in the integral equation which

describes the curreni distribution. The input impedance for the loop was then

described in terms of an infinite series. Storer reported in his paper that Hallen also

arrived at this infinite series for the impedance of the loop. A numerical diffi.culty,

however, prevented Hallen from providing useful results. The numerical difficulty

proved to be a term in the series which becomes very large. Hallen thought that this

term represented a singularity. Storer contended that the term was finite. From

this discussion, Storer decided to circumvent the problem by explicitly evaluating

the first four terms of the series and then represent the remaining summation as

an integral. An extensive collection of numerical data was developed from this

formulation for a variety of loop geometries and numerous graphs for the input



impedance presented. A number of experimental observations were made to verify

the formulation.

T.T. \Mu took exception to the techniques employed by Storer and published a

detailed account ofthe theory ofthe loop antenna [2]. From the exact integral equa-

tions for the current distribution on the wire loop, the simplified one-dimensional

integral equation was obtained. A Fourier transform for the current distribution was

then empioyed. The integrals were then simplified with the aid of Bessel function

relations. Finall¡ an equation for the input impedance of the loop was presented

which involves taking ihe limit as the azimuthai co-ordinate approaches the origin.

Wu stated that his formulation wouid provide better results than those obtained by

Storer but, unfortunately, he did not provide any numerical results to substantiate

his claim.

Rao [3] investigated the radiation characteristics of a loop antenna which was

loaded with a terminating resistor located at a position diametricaliy opposite to

the feed point. The vaiue of the terminating resistor was set equal to the feedpoint

impedance. The current on the loop was presumed to have traveliing wave nature

where the propagation constant of the current wave was taken to be a free space

value. The far field electric field components were then determined from a standard

magnetic vector potential formulation. Experimental resuits were compared with

predicted results and, on a relative basis, there was good agreement.

Martins [4] presented a short paper on the derivation of closed. form expressions

for the vector potential functions and, hence, the field components, resulting from

sinusoidal, co-sinusoidal, and travelling v¡ave current distributions on loop antennas



of arbitrary size. Large distance approximations were made in the free space Green's

function. These approximations allow the integrals for the vector components to be

cast in a form which may be represented by a Bessel function of the fi.rst kind. The

resulting closed form expressions are nov/ very popular and may be found in many

textbooks.

In a subsequent paper, Martins [5] evaluated the integral expressions for the

magnetic vector potential without employing any approximations. The evaluation

of the integrals in this case involved an expansion of the free space Green's function

into an infinite series of spherical Bessel functions. The resulting expressions for

the vector potential then consisted of this infinite series which must be evaluated

term by term.

Lindsay [6] followed Martin's work with another anaiysis of the far field radiation

characteristics of a loop antenna located in free space. Again, the anaiysis followed

the standard magnetic vector potential formulation. An interesting aspect of this

paper was the method used to determine the current distribution on the loop.

Lindsay considered the loop to be a section of lossy open wire transmission line which

had been deformed from a straight line to a loop. Therefore, I(s) : I¡codnTR$

where 7 is the propagation constant of the wave along the wire line and .l?/ is

the circumferential distance. There was no discussion concerning the actual value

of 7. However, Lindsay did present a theoretical-experimental comparison, which

indicated that the shape of the radiation pattern predicted was in good agreement

with the shape of the experimenially obtained pattern. It should be noted, however,

that only three cuts were taken in the measurement of the patterns, indicating that



the experimental data may be insufficient to yield definitive conclusions.

Imrie [7] presented an interesting note on the evaluation of the vector potential

integrals for loop antennas which have sinusoidal current distributions. Instead of

using a Fourier series expansion for the integrand, which in turn wili yield Bessel

function representations for the field patterns, he used a porÃ/er series expansion for

the integrand. Equations for the radiation resistance of a loop antenna, developed

from this particular approach, are presented in the paper.

Redlich [8] presented a short paper on using numerical integration techniques to

evaluate vector potential expressions for the prediction of the radiation resista¡rce

of a loop antenna of arbitrary radius. The expression for the radiation resistance

involved the integration of Bessel functions over a finite interval. Experimental and

numerical results r¡/ere compared and good agreement was observed.

Shockley [9] reported an interesting analysis of the electric and magnetic fi.elds

resulting from a loop antenna. In this anaiysis, the antenna was posed as a boundary

value problem in spherical co-ordinates with the radiai components of the magnetic

vector potential described as follows:

oo

F,, : \ a^P,(cos á)H(z) Øù ... ... r ) a
n=O

g
F,¡¡: \b.P"(cos0)J"(kr) r <o,

n=O

The radial component of the magnetic vector potential, A, : 0 for both regions.

At r : ø, the current distribution K : ãó:6(0 - î) From these expressions, the

electric and magnetic flelds were determined in the usual manner.

K.K. 1\4ei [10] presented a discussion on the numerical evaluation of Hallen's



integral equation for wire antennas by what is now generally referred to as the

moment method. Ha^llen's integrai equation was cast into a form more suitable

for the evaluation of circular and helical wire geometries. Numerical results were

provided for loop antennas to illustrate the usefulness and accuracy of the numerical

techniques described.

Baghdasarian and Angelakos [11] reporied on the numerical evaluation of an

integral equation for the current disiribution on a circular loop antenna. The tech-

nique essentialiy repiaced the integral operators with equivalent Riemann sum op-

erators which resulted in a set of linear equations. The equations could then be

solved to yield the current distribution on the 1oop. Again, the author presented

numerical and experimental results for loop antennas witln C/), ratios of 1.5 and

3.0.

Shockiey, Glekas, and Mott [12] presented another short paper describing the

evaiuation of current distributions on loop antennas which were driven at four

equally spaced points on their periphery. The motivation for this investigation

came from a need to establish a method which would improve the uniformity of the

current distribution on the loop. In this investigation, the current distribution was

measured by probing the magnetic freld in the immediate vicinity of the loop.

Rao [13] presented a paper on the radiation characteristics of large loop antennas.

The loops considered had an electrical circumference of \.5,,2.0, and 2.5 wavelengths.

Numerical results, based upon Storer's analysis, ìÃ/ere provided along with some

experirrrental observations. The purpose of this investigation v/as to confirm that

Storer's analysis was valid for large loop antennas.

10



Conventionally, engineers presume that the standing wave current distribution

on a loop may be decomposed into two travelling wave componerlts where the

propagation constant of the travelling waves is equal to the free space propaga-

tion constant. Realizing that this may not always be the case, Prasad and Das [1a]

investigated the far field radiation characteristics of a loop antenna with a traveliing

'ü/ave current distribution. The propagation constant of this travelling wave was, in

general, not equal to the free space value. The equations for the radiation cha.rac-

teristics were developed from the standard magnetic vector potential formulation.

Numerical resuits \¡/ere provided to illustrate the EB, E¿, and antenna directivity

dependance upon the current distribution's propagation constant.

Iizuka [15] considered the analysis of a loop antenna which was multiply- loaded

with lumped circuit elements. He extended Storer's analysis, through superposition,

to the case where this antenna was modelled as a loop antenna which was excited

by multiple generators. Multiple resistive loads were then included as an extension

to this model using the compensation theorem. The currents associated with each

Ioad were determined by the solution of a system of linear equations. Various case

studies were presented where both theoretical and experimental values for the loop's

input impedance were determined.

In a subsequent paper, Iizuka, La Russa, and Dunne [16] presented the results of

an experimental analysis for the far field radiation characteristics of ioop antennas

which were loaded at one point with an arbitrary lumped impedance. The results

were presented, in part, to verify the numerical results presented in a previous paper.

Addiiional experimental observations were made of the input impedance of these

11



antennas. The results of the experiments indicated that changes in the reactive

part of the lumped impedance had a more significant impact upon the current

distribution than would changes in the resistive part of the lumped impedance.

King [17] considered an interesting variation on the standard series fed loop an-

tenna. He proposed a shunt feed for the loop. His analysis of this feed arrangement

was based upon circuit concepts which transformed the shunt section into a folded

dipole, the ends of which were then connected to the rest of the antenna. From this

model, the current distribution was determined. King provided equations for the

current distribution, feedpoint impedance, and the far field radiation characteristics

for this antenna.

Lin [18] investigated the current distribution on a loop antenna which exhibits

an impedance boundary condition on the wire surface. He developed a second or-

der partial differential equation for the resulting current distribution on the loop,

based upon the internal impedance concepts employed previously in linear antenna

analysis. Current distributions predicted by Lin's technique v/ere compared to cur-

rent distributions obtained from a standard integral equation formulation which

employed this boundary condition. Good agreement between the two techniques

was observed.

Gonzalez and Huerta [19] presented simplified closed form expressions for the

near fieids produced by a loop antenna. He considered the case of constant current

distribution and the case of the two-term current distribution. The expressions

were cast in terms of an integral which had been previously tabulated. Numerical

results for the evaluation of this integral \Mere presented. However, results for the

72



fi.eld distribution were not provided.

As a variation upon King's report on the shunt fed loop antennas, Tsukiji [20]

investigated the input impedance and radiation characteristics of a center line fed

circular loop antenna. His analysis employed a numerical solution to Hallen's in-

tegral equation where the current distribution was expanded with Lagrangian in-

terpolation polynomials. Numerical and experimental results r,¡/ere presented for

the input impedance, far field radiation characteristics, and the power gain of the

antenna.

Richtscheid [21] presented a short paper on the evaluation of the radiation re-

sistance of a loop antenna which carries a sinusoidal current distribution. The ex-

pressions used for the evaluation were derived from the Poynting vector approach.

Electric field components were obtained from the magnetic vector potential. The

field quantities were then integrated over the Poincare sphere to obtain the real

porÃ¡er leaving the antenna. The radiation resistance was then computed from the

po\Ã/er leaving the antenna and the enforced current distribution. Numerical results

were provided for the radiation resistance of loop antennas with electrical circum-

ferences ranging from 1 to 10 wavelengths.

Chang [22] reporied on an evaluation of field components resulting from a loop

antenna. He adopted the approach employed by Storer to obtain the original integral

equation for the current distribution. He did not expand the Green's function in

a Fourier series as had been done previousiy. He simply evaluated the integral

equation numerically. He observed that acceptaì:le results could be obtained by

using the first three terms of the current distribution.

19L.)



Adachi [23] considered the evaluation of the feedpoint impedance of a loop an-

tenna by the induced EMF method. A closed form expression was given for the

impedance of an r¿ wavelength loop and it was verified by numerical example.

Adekola [24] presented a tutorial review paper on the analysis of the electro-

magnetic fields and power radiated from circular loop antennas which carry both

standing wave and travelling wave current distributions. The analysis foilows the

standa¡d magnetic vector potential formulation. An interesting feature of this paper

is that series representations for the Bessel functions, which are otherwise stated as

is in other papers, are employed directly in the final solutions for the field expres-

sions. From these series solutions, various simplifying approximations are directly

reported. The paper concludes with a discussion on the various practical applica-

tions of the loop antenna.

Awadella and Sharshar [25] present simplifi,ed closed form expressions for the

input impedance of a loop antenna. These expressions appear to be vaiid for thin

wire loops of radius up to 0.5 wavelengths. The equation for the resistive part of

the input impedance is actually obtained by fitting an empiricai equation to data

obtained from a moment method solution. The equation obtained for the reactive

portion of the input impedance is obtained from a transmission line model for the

loop. Awad.ella presented numerical results which indicated that the simpiified

equations would yield reasonably accurate results for the resistive portion of the

input impedance for loops of radius up to 0.5 wavelength, and for the reactive

portion of the input impedance for loops of radius up to 0.8 wavelengths.

The time dependant characteristics of loop antennas have also been of some in-
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terest to investigators. Langenburg 126] presented a short discussion on the analysis

of the transient field response of the ioop antenna. Essentially, the determination

of the field quantities resulting from a time dependant current distribution on the

loop is reported. The soiution to the problem involves the Laplace transformation

of the wave equation for the magnetic vector potential, solving for the field variables

resulting from the transformed current distributions in the s domain, and finally

obtaining the desired results through Fast Fourier Transform techniques. A discus-

sion on the transformability of the current distribution function and its effect on

the numerical convergence of the solution was presented. Finally, numerical results

were provided to illustrate the transient response of a small loop (radius 0.1 meters)

antenna to a step input function.

The Singularity Expansion Method has seen application to the transient re-

sponse of loop antennas and the modelling of such antennas by lumped element

circuits. Blackburn and Wilton l27l presented an analysis of an impedance loaded

loop antenna based upon the singularity expansion method. This technique casts

the solutions for the field components into a slrm of residues in the Laplace s do-

main. The required results are obtained by performing an inverse Laplace transform

on the series. Numerical results uiere provided in this paper which illustrated the

effects of impedance loading on the locations of the poles in the s plane.

Streable and Pearson [28] presented a novel papeï on the modelling of thin dipole

and circular loop antennas by lumped element passive circuits. These circuits aided

in the evaluation of tire transient input response of the loop under a variety of

conditions. The synthesis procedure for the equivalent circuits is based upon the
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characterization of the ioop using the singularity expansion method. Va.rious ap-

proximations regarding the number of poles employed in the series were discussed.

Also, reference was made to the requirement that the residues obtained from the

SEM analysis must be positive real in order to obtain a physically realizable equiv-

alent circuit. Equivalent circuits were constructed for two different antennas. The

transient input impedance response of those two circuits was measured and the

results v/ere compared to results obtained from a time domain thin wire antenna

anaJysis package. The comparisons validated the equivalent circuit method.

King and Schmidt [29] presented theoretical and experimental results for the

transient input response of a linear and a circular ioop antenna. The main con-

tribution to this response was reported to be the input impedance of an infinitely

long wire antenna fed against an infinite ground plane for an excitation frequency

which corresponded to the highest spectral component of the input pulse. Simple

relations for the input response were obtained which indicated that the reactive

comporLent of the response was essentially independant of the pulse width, but that

the resistive component of the response was a slowly varying function of the pulse

width. Experimental investigations of the transient response of a linear antenna

and a loop antenna were performed using a time domain refl.ectometry technique

and these investigations confirmed the theoretical expectations.

Clark and Tauritz [30] presented a short paper containing numerical results for

the radar cross section of a loop antenna which is loaded with a single lumped

impedance element. The numerical results were based upon an analysis performed

by Harrington. Their paper indicated that the radar cross section of the loop
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corrld be optimizedby adjusting the reactive portion of the lumped element. He

introduced this as the optimum susceptance load.

Abo-Zena and Beam [31] presented a short paper detailing the numerical results

for the current distribution and radiation fi.elds of a loop antenna which is excited by

a band-limited. rectangular voltage pulse. The current distributions were determined

using a moment method solution and were taken to be a superposition of responses

to the spectral components of a periodic pulse train. The travelling wave nature of

the current distribution was explored by adjusting the voltage generator's internal

impedance. A change in this impedance v/as seen to have a significant impact upon

the radiated fields.

Thiele [32] presented a short paper on the radar cross section of open circular

loop antennas. The RCS of the loop was first predicted using two different moment

method techniques, the first employing a subsection expansion and the second em-

ploying a modal expansion. The numerical results \Ã¡ere compared to experimentai

observations to verify the approach. The investigation illustrated an interesting

resonance condition which occurs as the radius of the loop decreases, bringing the

ends of the open loop closer together.

Landt and Miller [33] presented numerical resuits for the current distribution on

a large loop antenna which results from a Gaussian type input voltage pulse. The

results were obtained from a time domain moment method program for thin wire

structures. The numerical results were experimentally verified by comparing the

inductance of the loop to the steady state numerical result.

Michalski and Pearson [34] reported on a technique for the evaluation of a loop
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antenna's response to a time dependant incident plane wave. The technique, again

based upon the singularity expansion method, involved the synthesis of an equiv-

alent circuit model for the loop under the given excitation conditions. Numerical

resuits were given to illustrate the effects of truncating the resid.ue series, obtained

from the SEM analysis, upon the input impedance and the short circuit current for

a loop antenna which was excited by an incident plane rvave which had a Gaussian

time history. The data obtained from evaluating the equivalent circuit's response

was compared to data obtained from a traditional frequency domain - Fourier trans-

form moment method solution. The results re-affirmed the benefi.ts of using the

SEM technique to analyze problems of this nature.

In concluding this section, attention is drawn to an interesting paper presented

by Whiteside and King [35] on an application of the circular loop antenna. They

discussed using a small loop antenna as a probe element for the measurement of

magnetic field strength. Their analysis of the loop for this appiication emphasized

the fact that induced currents on the antenna result from both electric and. magnetic

fields and that, if caution is not exercised, extreme errors in field measurement will

be obtained. Probe sensitivity parameters /{6 and 1Ç (magnetic and eiectric )

were derived from circuit concepts. The authors employed Storer's results for the

input impedance of certain loop antennas in evaluating the sensitivity parameters.

Additionally, it was shown that greater accuracy in magnetic field measurement

could be obtained by a singie or double loading of the loop. Greater accuracy

implied a reduced sensitivity to the electric field. Experimental results confirmed

that the loaded loops of radius less than 0.001 rvaveiengths were suitable as probes
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for a magnetic field.

The sensitivity of the probe current to the electric field will also create problems

in the application of radio direction frnding. In this area, the undesired response is

referred to as the 'antenna effect'. The electric field in the plane of ihe loop is the

cause of error. Experimentally, the antenna effect may be evaluated by observing

the current induced on the loop, possibly with the aid of a radio receiver, and

then rotating the loop in its own plane. If the current changes, then the loop is

responding to the electric field also and, under these conditions, corrective action

must be taken.

Loop Antennas'i,n Lossy Media

There has been considerable interest in the electromagnetic characteristics of loop

antennas which are immersed in lossy materials. This interest appea s to be mainly

motivated by applications in the areas of submarine communications, mining com-

munications, and geophysical exploration. Originally, experimental investigations

were dominant in the literature. These were closely followed by analytical investi-

gations by Wait and others.

Smith [36] presented a description of an experimental investigation of the radi-

ation characteristics of bare and insulated loop antennas situated in a dissipative

medium, in this case, tap water. Tests were performed on a bare loop, a loop insu-

lated in a toroidal shell, and a loop insulated in a spherical shell. The experiments

indicated that, while the shape of the insulating shell had little impact upon the re-

sults, if the loop was electrically small in the insulating medium but not electrically
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small in the dissipative medium, its radiation characteristics would be signifi.cantly

different from a similar loop positioned in the same medium but without insulation.

King, Harrison, and Tingley [37] appear to be the first investigators to report a

theoreticai analysis of the characteristics of loop antennas located in lossy media.

Their paper, which numerically evaluated the admittance of the loop, was based

upon T.T. 'Wu's analysis for the loop in free space. For the problem at hand, the

intrinsic impedance and wavenumber for the lossy medium were substituted into the

previous formulation. The results obtained indicated that accurate predictions for

the loop's admittance could be computed when using twenty terms in the Fourier

series. The twenty term criteria appeared valid for loops of electrical circumference

ranging up to 2.5 wavelengths. Supplementary comparisons were also made with

results obtained from Storer's formulation, where an appropriate substitution of

the med.ium's parameters had been made. The supplementary results showed that,

while there was excellent agreement between the two formulations for conductance

computations, there was significant disagreement for the susceptance.

In a subsequent paper, King et al [38] present further numerical results from the

evaluation of the current distribution on a loop antenna under these conditions. Of

particular interest were the results provided for the evaiuation of nine terms in the

Fourier series. As expected, an increase in the number of evaluated terms provided

a significant improvement for the prediction of the imaginary component of the

current distribution. This improvement was observed for loops with radii ranging

from 0.5 to 2.5 wavelengths.

Iizuka i39] reported experimental results for the input impedance, current dis-
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tribution, and near field characteristics of a loop antenna which is located in a lossy

medium. In this case, the medium was a tank filled with an electrolytic solution.

Measurements were performed on a number of loop antennas where the loop radius

was changed in each trial. Each antenna was subsequently tested in a variety of

solutions where the dielectric constant and loss tangent of the solution was changed

for each test. The current distributions were measured using a small magnetic

probe while the near fie1d characteristics were obtained with the aid of a monopole

antenna. The experimental results were in good agreement with theoretical results

presented by King and others.

Galejs [40] presented a theoreticai analysis for the admittance of a loop antenna

situated in a lossy medium. The loop was modelled as a flat ring in a cylindrical re-

gion with the tangential field components positioned along the p and / co-ordinates.

The field expressions 'were derived in a manner similar to that of a loop antenna

positioned co-planar to an infinite half space. The outermost cylindrical region

'was assumed to be perfectly conducting and of very large radius so as to create a

denumerably infinite set of transverse eigenvalues for the wave equation solutions.

The admittance was obtained using a variational expression with the current dis-

tribution on the loop represented by the first two terms of a Fourier cosine series.

Numerical results from this formulation agree well with those alreading reported in

the literature for the small loop case. However, as the loop radius was increased.,

deviations in the susceptance became significant. The author suggested that the

inclusion of more terms in the current distribution expansion would remedy this

difficulty.
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Chen and King [41] presented an analysis of the input impedance of a small

circular loop antenna located in a dissipative medium. The approach taken in this

paper was a modified Storer formulation. In considering a small loop, only the first

three terms of the Fourier expansion v/ere computed. A comparison of numericai

values for the frrst term and the second term indicated that, for this problem, the

uniform current distribution assumption was valid for loops of electrical circumfer-

ence less than 0.3 wavelengths. Further, it was observed from the computations

that the input susceptance of the small loop was virtually independant of the loop

circumference.

Benning [42] presented simple closed form expressions for the input impedance

of a loop antenna located in a lossy medium and carrying a constant current dis-

tribution. These equations were cast in terms of tabulated eliiptic integrals and,

because of the assumed current distribution, would be valid for only small loop

antennas.

Lee and Smith [43] reported on the experimental investigation of the input ad-

mittance of both bare and insulated linear and circular loop antennas which were

immersed in moist sand. The investigation was motivated by the need to charac-

teúze insulated antennas located in lossy media where the dielectric constant of

the lossy media was approximately equal to that of the insulation. Measurements

were made for a variety of dielectric conditions. The experimental results \Mere com-

pared to numerical results obtained from a modified Wu analysis for the bare loop

antenna and to numerical results obtained from Smith's analysis for the insulated

loop antenna. AII comparisons yielded satisfactory results.
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Finally, Smith [44] presented an accurate closed form expression for the input

admittance of a small loop antenna located in a lossy medium. Previously reported

expressions for the input admittance, in which the current distribution was ap-

proximated by the first two terms of a Fourier series expansion and where certain

approximations had been made in the computation of these terms, yielded poor

results for the loop's input conductance, especialiy for the case of high loss in the

medium. The present equation provides a more accurate prediction for the loop in-

put conductance and is verified by comparison with results obtained from a twenty

term computation.

Loop Antennas 'in the Presence of ø Half Space

The analysis of loop antennas in the presence of both lossy and perfectly conducting

haif spaces has been of considerable interest both from the perspectives mentioned

in the previous section and from the perspective of the high frequency or short

IÃ¡ave communications system. At communications frequencies in the 3 to 30 MHz

range, all practical antennas are electrically close to the earth. In the analysis of

such communications antennas, the earth is modelled as a lossy infinite lower half

space. For antennas which are operated against a large ground screen, this screen

is modelled as a perfectly conducting lower half space.

Row [a5] appears to be one of the first investigators to consider the loop antenna

in such an environment. He presented an analysis of the receiving properties of a

small loop antenna which is buried in a lossy half space. His analysis begins from

the work presented by Chen and King and is essentially an investigation into the
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relative amplitudes of the first and second terms in the Fourier representation for

the current distribution. The second term contributes the so-called antenna effect

observed in radio direction finding applications. The author extends the previous

formuiation to the problem involving half space geometry by simply determining

how deep the loop must be buried before the extension becomes valid. This depth

is determined through comparison to work performed by Galejs. Effective heights

are then computed to relate the open circuit voltages at the terminals of the loop to

the applied incident electric fields. Space factor equations are derived to illustrate

the azimuthal dependance of the open circuit voltage to the incident field location.

Finally, the paper ends with a discussion on the significance of the higher order

terms in the current distribution.

Galejs [46] investigated the input resistance of a small loop antenna placed co-

planar to a lossy ground plane. The anaiysis follows the Sommerfeid approach.

Small argument approximations are applied to the integrands of the field equations

to obtain numerical results for the input resistance. Computations are performed

for both an assumed current distribution and for an assumed two term current

distribution. The results presented in this paper agree favourably with results

obtained from a variational approach to the problem considered earlier by Galejs.

Wait has shown considerable involvement with this problem. In his frrst paper

on the subject 1471, he presented a rigorous anaiysis of a loop antenna mounted

co-planar at a short distance above the conducting earth. The analysis followed the

classical Sommerfeld approach. The radiation resistance was determined through

ihe Poynting vector formulation. The integrals involved in computing the power
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flow were subjected to a series of approximations which yielded simple closed form

expressions for the radiation resistance. Further approximations were made for loops

which are iocated directly above the interface. Numerical results lü¡ere provided to

illustrate the ratio of the loop's radiation resistance over the earth to that of free

space as a function of antenna height above ground.

Wait [a8] then presented a short paper on the radiation from a small loop buried

in the earth. The loop was modelled as a vertical magnetic dipole and the field ex-

pressions were obtained using the classical Sommerfeld formulation. fn conclusion,

a simple expression was provid.ed for the additional attenuation imposed upon the

dipole's far field due to immersion in the conducting medium.

An analysis of the input impedance of a small ioop antenna positioned over

a lossy half space was considered by Wait and Spies 149]. Again the formulation

followed the classical Sommerfeld approach. Of interest in this paper is the use of

Bessel function small argument approximations to reduce the Sommerfeld integrals

to closed form expressions involving complete elliptic integrals. Graphical results

illustrated the dependance of the loop impeda.nce upon the loop height above the

interface.

Following this, Wait and Spies [50] presented a short paper on the evaluation of

sub-surface electromagnetic fields resulting from an electrically small loop antenna

located on or slightly above the interface. Again the analysis was based upon the

classical Somilerfeld formulation. The resulting integrals r¡/ere evaluated numeri-

cally, empioying interval division and twelve point Gaussian quadrature techniques,

and results for the radial and vertical components of the magnetic field were pre-
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sented in graphical form.

Finaliy, Wait and Spies [51] reported on the investigation of the electromagnetic

fields resulting from a small loop antenna which is buried in the lower iayer of a two

layer dissipative half space. The analysis provided Sommerfeld type integral repre-

sentations for the electric and magnetic field components for the upper half space

region. The integrals for the magnetic fieid components were eva,luated. numerically

and graphical results for the ratio between the radiaÌ and vertical components of

the magnetic field were presented.

Shvarts and Kaganskiy [52],[53] reported on a theoretical analysis of a loop

antenna placed horizontally above a lossy half space. The application of this analysis

was to a communications system employing inductively coupled loops operating

at very low frequencies. The analysis again employed the classical Sommerfeld

technique. The fields were determined from numerically integrating the expressions

for E6, H,, and H, around the branch cuts. Alihough the authors indicated the

existance of singularities in the integrand, there was no mention of surface wave

excitation or coupling. The numerical results were compared to an empirical relation

which had been determined from experimental observation and good agreement was

obtained.

An and Smiih [54] presented a detailed theoretical and experimental investiga-

tion of a loop antenna positioned. near a planar interface. The analysis was based

upon solutions to the \Mave equation in spherical co-ordinates. Extensive mathemat-

ical detail was provided to show how the general spherical co-ordinate solutions may

be approximated to provide the more weil-known Sommerfeld type solutions. Both
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the transmitting and receiving characteristics of the antenna were studied. For the

transmitting case, the current distribution, input impedance, and radiation char-

acteristics of the antenna were numerically evaiuated. For the receiving case, the

terminal voltage of the loop was evaluated for various polarizations of plane wave

incidence. Experimental results were obtained for the near freld characteristics and

input impedance of the loop by a time domain admittance technique.

Chang [55] provided an analysis of the admittance of a loop antenna positioned

co-planar above a multiply-layered dissipative half space. The analysis employed

image theory and. an integral equation was formulated. for the modal components of

the current distribution on the loop. The primary contribution was evaluated via the

Wu approach and the secondary contribution, which rvas represented in Sommerfeld

form, was evaluated numerically. Twenty terms were again considered in the Fourier

expansion for the current distribution. Numerical results were presented which

indicated an oscillatory dependance of the loop's input impedance upon its height

above the interface.

Moorthy [56] reported on the analysis of a loop antenna of arbitrary radius Io-

cated over an infinite lossy half space. The analysis employed the primary and

secondary contributions obtained through plane wave reflection co-efiÊcents. Aside

from this feature, the anaiysis followed the classical Sommerfeld formulation. Spe-

cial limiting cases for a perfectly conducting lower haif space and a free space lower

haif space were considered. Graphical results presented illustrate the dependance

of the loop's input admittance on both the conductivity of the lower half space and

the loop's separation from the interface.
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Vogler [57] presented a short paper outlining some approximate expressions for

the input impedances of small loop and dipole antennas located near the ground.

Graphical results are presented to illustrate the dependance of the antenna's input

impedance upon different ground parameters.

To conclude this section, Shoamenesh and Shafai [58] presented graphical results

for the gain and input impedance of a loop antenna located over a perfectly conduct-

ing ground plane. Although no analytical details tvr/ere provided in the discussion,

the authors concluded from the graphicai data that optimum spacings between loop

and ground plane may be determined for gain enhancement.

Loop Antennas Mounted on Cyl'indrical Cores

Of particular interest to the present problem of a loop antenna situated over an

infinitely long dielectric circular cylinder is the work reported on the topic of loop

antennas mounted on cylindrical cores. It appears that Pavlov [59] was the first

investigator to examine a loop antenna mounted in such a fashion. He reported

on an investigation of a small loop antenna situated coaxially on the surface of an

infinitely long circular ferrite rod. The entire structure was then immersed in a

conducting medium. A uniform current distribution on the ioop was assumed. The

approach taken in the analysis was to formulate equations for the magnetic vector

potential components separately for the loop without the core and then the core

without the ioop. The equations were then combined for the total magnetic vector

potential resulting from a loop and core with loop radius set equa] to core radius.

In the discussion on the evaluation of the field expressions, it was noted that there
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would be contributions to the resulting fie1ds from both a space wave, which may

be obtained through an integral operation with a deformed contour, and a surface

wave which could be obtained by evaluating the residues of the integrand at the

appropriate singuiarities.

Numerical results v/ere provided for the propagation velocities of surface waves

for a number of physical parameters. Graphical results u¡ere presented for the

radiation characteristics for the structure under simiiar physical parameters. In

concluding the paper, a discussion on the input impedance of the loop was presented.

This parameter was obtained by integrating the resulting magnetic field in the

permeable core to obtain the voltage induced at the loop terminals. This voltage

was divided by the magnitude of the assumed current distribution to obtain the

input impedance. It was interesting to note that this impedance \¡¡as essentially

dependant upon the surface v/ave characteristics, under the conditions cited, and

that the space 'wave presented only a negligible contribution to the real part of this

impedance.

Islam [60] presented an analysis of a loop antenna mounted coaxially over an

infinitely long circular cyiinder. The radius of the loop was larger than the radius

of the cylinder so that the geometry presented a three region problem. Further, the

current distribution on the loop was considered uniform thereby permitting consid-

eration of only the first term in the Fourier series expansion for the distribution.

The analysis, employing components of the magnetic vector potential, followed the

standard Fourier integral transform approach with the transformation taken with

respect to the axial co-ordinate. Simplifred closed form expressions were obtained
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by using, first the small argument approximations for the Bessel functions found in

the integrand, and second Weyrich's formula for the Hankel function integral. The

expressions obtained through the simplification of the analysis were similar to those

obtained by simplifying the magnetic vector potential formulation for loops in free

space. The fi.eld analysis was foilowed by an examination of the radiation resistance

of the loop as situated above. This parameter was obtained through a numerical

evafuation of the Poynting integral for the fields over a cylindrical boundary. The

numericaL results presented indicate that the radiation resistance for the loop sit-

uated coaxially above the cylinder as discussed, is almost linearly dependant upon

the permeability of the cylinder.

The appendix of this paper provided a brief analysis of a circular loop antenna

positioned coaxially over a prolate spheroid. An expression was provided for the /

component of the magnetic vector potential. Of interest here is the assumption made

by Islam that the wave functions are orthogonal in this geometry. In a subsequent

communication, Wait [61] discussed this point with Islam. Islam, in turn, suggested

that the mode cross coupling term could be considered negligible for loops of smali

radius when situated in this geometry.

Burton, King, and Wu [62] reported on the analysis of a loop antenna mounted

over a circular core. The analysis presented in this paper was essentially an ex-

tension of Islam's earlier work. The electric fields produced by loops situated over

cores of varying permittivity and conductivity were investigated. A number of

experiments were performed to validate the numerical results. The results of the

experimental investigation were further employed through scaling so that they could
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be used in the investigation of iarge loop antennas operating at very low frequen-

cies. The results of this last analysis were considered applicable to the area of

surface- subsurface communications.

Dielectric Rod Antennas

The dielectric rod antenna has received considerable attention over the past thirty

years. It has many advantages, cost and weight being just two of many. Conven-

tionally, the dielectric rod is excited by a circular waveguide. However, there have

been reports of dielectric rods being excited by small loop and annular slot anten-

nas. There have also been reports of using small wire segments as elements in a

linear array which is excited by a dielectric rod waveguide. \Mith these reports as

motivation, a review of the literature pertaining to significant developments in the

area of dielectric rod antennas has been undertaken.

Horton, Karal, and McKinney appear to be the first to investigate the radiation

characteristics of a dielectric rod antenna. In their first paper [63], they reported

on a theoretical and experimental investigation of the radiation from a dieiectric

rod excited wiih the TMsl surface \Mave. Surface equivaient currents were obtained

from the presumed field distribution along the cylinder. These equivalent currents

were taken over the surface of the rod only and no consideration was given to

the waveguide feed. Predicted radiation patterns v/ere compared to experimental

resuits. Horton et al claimed that the experimentai and theoretical results agreed

only under one special condition. This condition was that the radius of the surface

over which they assumed the equivalent currents to exist had to be approximately
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65 percent less than the radius of the rod under investigation.

In a subsequent paper, Horton and McKinney [64] reported on the results of an

experimental investigation of the radiation and gain characteristics of a dielectric

rod antenna. A series of rods v/ere constructed with variations in the dielectric

constant, length, radius, and taper. The salient observation of this study was that,

while the length of the rod controlled the number of sidelobes observed in the radi-

ation pattern, the diameter of the rod dictated the sidelobe amplitudes. The rods

were fed with a circular waveguide in which either the TM11 or TE11 waveguide

mode would be established. It was found that both waveguide modes would excite

the HE11 surface wave mode on the cylinder. Experiments were conducted to com-

pâre the patterns of antennas which were excited in the two modes and there were

no differences observed.

McKinney [65] extended the work reported in the previous paper by performing

an experimental investigation of the radiation characteristics of a series of dielectric

rod antennas which would operate under the TE¡1 and TMsl surface wave condi-

tions. The patterns obtained in this investigation were similar to results reported

in the first paper by Horton and McKinney. McKinney indicated the existance of

the TE62 and TM62 surface waves also but these \Maves did not have any significant

impact upon the results obtained.

Brown and Spector [66] discussed the radiation characteristics of end fire an-

tennas, specifically the yagi and circular dielectric rod. The primary radiation

mechanism for the dielectric rod was conjectured to be the aperture plane field

distribution at the end of the rod. Secondary radiation occured. from the rod feed
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if the transfer of waveguide incident power to rod surface wave v/as not complete.

A numerical evaluation of the radiation characteristics for a dielectric rod v/as per-

formed with an aperture distribution derived from the surface'wave fi.eld structure.

From this evaluation, it was noted that the beamwidth of the radiation pattern

decreased as the rod radius decreased. Secondary radiation from the feed was then

also included in the computations. The results obtained from these subsequent

computations compared favourably with results obtained from other investigators.

Duncan and DuHamel [67] reported on the development of a linear array antenna

which consisted of a set of small wire elements excited by a dielectric rod waveguide,

HE11 mode. This antenna and its design technique are similar to a slotted waveguide

array. A novel experimental method for determining the element admittance was

reported. In this method, the wire element was positioned on a dielectric image 1ine.

The standing wave pattern was then probed through a slot in the image line's ground

plane. After the element admittance v/as determined and the propagation velocity

for the surface \Ã/ave computed, standard aïray design techniques were employed to

determine the element locations along the structure for a given desired radiation

pattern. The paper concluded with remarks on the construction of three of these

arrays and the radiation patterns of each were discussed.

DuHamel and Duncan [63] formulated a launching efficiency parameter for var-

ious loops and slots which might be used to excite surface \¡¡aves along a dielectric

cylinder. The formulation, rvhich was based upon the reciprocity theorem, related

the launching effi.ciency of the ioop or slot to its impedance as a scatterer on the

cylinder. The scattering impedance was obtained experimentalty by a method sim-
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ilar to the one used by Duncan as indicated above. Numerical results were provided

for the launching efficiencies of a straight wire, loop, straight slot and annular slot

as a function of surface v/ave propagation velocity and launcher physical dimen-

sions. It was interesting to note that, in the experiments performed on the loop

launcher, the optimum radius of the loop was approximately one half the radius of

the cylinder.

Angulo and Chang presented two papers on their work in the area of dielectric

rod antennas. In their first paper [69], they reported orì. an analysis of an infinitely

long dielectric cylinder covered by a semi-infinitely long circular waveguide. This

model was employed to study the radiation characteristics of a dielectric rod an-

tenna. The objective of this investigation was to predict the reflected power sent

back down the circular waveguide, the transmitted power carried by surface r,v'aves

along the dielectric rod, and the power radiated as a space wave. The radiation

occurs because of the discontinuity along the structure. Final expressions for these

quantities u/ere presented and numerical results provided from evaluations for cer-

tain physical parameters.

In their second paper [70], Angulo and Chang employed a variational expression

for the surface wave terminal admittance located at the end of a semi-infilite di-

electric rod. The investigation v/as motivated by an interest in the amount of power

reflected as surface wave from an abrupt junction on a dieiectric cylinder. The for-

mulation proceeded by obtaining field expressions for regions on both sides of the

junction. The continuity of the electric and magnetic fields at the junction ì,r/as em-

ployed in a variational expression. One trial field was expiored, the field of a TM61
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surface wave, and graphical results were provided for the terminal admittance.

Duncan [71] presented a comprehensive investigaiion of TM61 surface wave exci-

tation on an infinitely long dielectric circular cylinder. Specifically, he investigated

the efficiency with which this surface'wave could be excited when using a mag-

netic current ring as a launcher. The radius of the current ring was set to a value

less than the radius of the rod so that the current ring appears imbedded within

the dielectric rod. The author provided a complete account of the solution for the

/ component of the magnetic field including a discussion on the inclusion of the

launcher as a boundary condition in the problem. The inverse Fourier transform

operator, which is a required step in the solution, was cast in terms of a contour

integral. The evaluation of this integral in the complex plane was reviewed. The

residues from the singularities of the integrand were identified as the surface wave

contributions to the totai field. It was indicated that the evaluation of the in-

tegral around the branch cut, which is seen in solutions to problems of this type,

would yield the so-called radiation field. The branch cut integration was further ap-

proximated by the technique of steepest descent to provide closed form expressions

for the far field radiation characteristics of the structure. Poynting integrals were

employed to calculate the power in the radiation field and the surface v/ave. A com-

parison of the two provided an excitation efficiency factor for the magnetic current

ring. An extensive experimental program was conducted to verify the theoretical

results. In the experiments, a dielectric rod rü/as mounted against an annular slot

antenna on olr.e end and a short circuiting plate on the other end. The annular slot

was fed with a coa;rial transition so that the þ independance could be maintained.
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Additionally, a small polystyrene ring was positioned in the transition so that the

susceptance of the slot could be tuned out. The magnitude of the surface wave

was then determined by measuring the reflected wave on the coaxial line connected

to the transition. The experimental and theoretical results consistently agreed to

within ten percent. Additional experimental investigations were conducted where

the size of the terminating ground plane and the slot ground plane were varied.

These parameters had no effect on the final results.

Chu and Kilcoyne [72] presented a short note on the excitation of a dielectric

rod antenna with a helix. It was observed that the field configuration for two HErr

surface wave modes in time quadrature v/as similar to the field configuration of a

helical antenna operating in axial mode. Preliminary experimental results for the

axial ratio and beamwidih for this type of antenna l¡/ere presented.

Mclean and Williains [73] reported on an experimental investigation of the

radiation characteristics of dielectric rod antennas of different lengths and radius.

The objective of this investigation was to identify the antenna's bandwidth with

respect to power gain. Additionally, a new type of feed was introduced which,

the authors contend, produces a wider bandwidth than the conventional cup and

probe feed originally introduced by Kiely [7a]. The two significant conclusions that

arise from this study are that, first, the new feed essentially doubles the bandwidth

of the dielectric rod antenna and, second, as the radius of the rod decreases, the

radiation characteristics ofthe structure, that is, rod plus feed, take on the radiation

characteristics of the feed alone.

James [75] provided a detailed discussion on the radiation mechanism of the
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dielectric rod antenna. His analysis supports the work reported by Brown and

Spector who postulated the dielectric rod antenna as a two element end fire radiator,

the first element being the surface wave launcher and the second element being the

aperture plane at the free end of the rod. Subsequentl¡ the appproaches taken

by Horton and McKinney, Bouix, and Fradin, which modelled the antenna as a

leaky wave structure, were discounted. James developed equations for the radiated

electric field components based upon the vector Kirchoff integrai. It is important to

note that the equivalent sources employed in the radiation integrals are located at

the two elements indicated above. The aileged failure of the previous theories lies

in the fact that the vector nature of the fi.elds was not included in the analysis, thus

leading the previous investigators to the incorrent conclusion that energy radiates

from the sides of the cylinder. James then presented an extensive comparison of

numerical results obtained from his analysis to previously reported experimental

results. The paper concludes with some practical considerations concerning the

tapered dielectric rod antenna.

In a subsequent short paper, Andersen [76] disputed the claim made by James

that the radiation integrals involved in his analysis of the dielectric rod, antenna

should be taken only over carefully selected surfaces, those surfaces being ones over

which appropriate equivalent current distributions are found. Andersen suggested

that the radiation integrals sirould be taken over all surfaces of the antenna. Those

surfaces u'hich do not hold appropriate equivalent current distributions would not

contribute to the radiation pattern. In response to this, James [77] showed that the

formal evaluation of the radiation integral over certain surfaces would not yield a
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zero result. The integral over these particular surfaces would in fact be improper.

James then re-stated his original contention and the matter was dropped.

James also received criticism from Kieinburg [78] for remarks made in the orig-

inal paper on the dielectric rod. Kleinburg brought forward two points for consid-

eration. First, the fieid expressions presented by James for the surface rrave may

be extended to the case of general azimuthal dependance. Second, he suggested

that the method employed by Duncan could be used to evaluate the launching effi-

ciency for the feed and thus incorporate this into the analysis of the dielectric rod.

This second suggestion would alleviate the requirement to guess at the percentage

amount of power which is being radiated by the feed and provide for a more accurate

estimate of the interaction between the feed and aperture plane radiation patterns.

James accepted the first suggestion without hesitation but was somewhat sceptical

of the accuracy with which measurements could be made.

In concluding this interesting exchange in the literature, James presented a finai

note on the analysis of the dielectric rod [79]. He re-emphasized his ideas presented

in the original anaiysis. However, of special interest, he alluded to a new item which,

until this time, had not been considered. He postulated the existance of a leaky

wave field structure in the vicinity of the feed. Although not discussed in detail, his

remarks concerning such a field structure are significant.

In previous reports on the analysis of radiation characteristics for dielectric rod

antennas, the feed radiation pattern was taken to be an amplitude reduced version

of the pattern resulting from the feed antenna located by itself in free space. The

inclusion of the rod was considered to irave negiigible impact upon the feed's radi-
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ation pattern. Blakey [80] provided a refinement to this approach. He developed

an amplitude and phase correction factor which accommodated the presence of the

dielectric rod. This correction was based upon a geometrical optics interpretation

of the plane r,¡/ave spectral representation for the field components. Numerical re-

sults were presented for the correction factors but no experimental validation was

provided.

Hastings [81] presented a short paper describing how a dielectric rod may be

loaded with an axially located wire to reduce its scattering cross section. The

technique described has been appiied to antenna structures where scattering off

the dielectric support rods negatively affected the radiation characteristics of the

antenna itself. Design equations were given, based upon static circuit parameters,

and preliminary numerical results, confirmed by experimental observations, 'were

presented.

Smits [82] provided a short application note which outlined the use of a choke

at the feed of a dielectric rod antenna to reduce far out sidelobes in the radiation

pattern. Experimental results v/ere reported which indicated that the choke provides

greater than 20 dB far out sidelobe suppression for an aluminum oxide dielectric

rod antenna employed as a seeker in a missle application.

Neumann [83] reported on the development of simplified design equations for a

dielectric rod antenna which are derived from Brown and Spector's results. Equa-

tions for the transverse field extent, directive gain, and half power beamwidth were

provided. Numerical results, obtained from these equations, were compared to ex-

perimental results. An interesting point was found in th.e experimental procedure.
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The radiation from the feed was blocked by irises so that the radiation pattern from

the terminal end only could be observed.

Yaghjian and Kornhauser [84] adopted an interesting perspective in their anal-

ysis of the dielectric rod antenna. Their investigation was concerned with the near

and far field structure associated with a dieiectric rod excited by the HE11 surface

wave. Their analysis is interesting because the antenna is modelled inside a large

circular waveguide. This approach leads to a denumerably infinite set of transverse

eigenvalues instead of the normal continuous spectra. To attain free space condi-

tions, the radius of the waveguide is set to infinity. Modal solutions for fields on

both sides of the discontinuity, the free end of the dielectric rod, were formulated.

The associated expansion co-efrcients were evaluated through a poîü/er orthogonai-

ity relation and a numerical procedure. The evaluation of the co-effi.cients for the

fields in the forward half space then ied to computation of the far field character-

istics and radiation efficiency. The analysis presented in this paper was validated

through comparisons with previously published results.

In a second paper on the subject, Blakey [85] reported on the experimental

evaluation of the radiation characteristics of a composite dielectric rod antenna.

This cylindrical dielectric structure was constructed from polystyrene with embed-

ded teflon annular segments. Under certain conditions, this new antenna displayed

narrov¡er main beam lobe and sidelobe structure that did a uniform dielectric rod

under the same conditions. Blakey suggested that the improved performance might

arise from the annular segment structure's affect upon the direct radiation from the

feed.
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Blakey [86] subsequently proposed a scattering theory approach for the evai-

uation of the radiation characteristics of certain dielectric rod antennas which are

excited by TMor surface v/aves. An integral equation relating incident and scattered

fields on a dielectric structure \Ã¡as speciaiized to the geometry involved. An angular

spectra representation for the scattered field was then introduced into the integraJ

equation. The integration over the surface of the cylinder was performed through

a change in the order of integration with respect to the spectral variable, resulting

in spectral representations for the scattered fi.elds. These spectral representations

,,l/ere numerically evaluated to obtain the desired results. The numerical data was

then compared to previously published results for validation.

Gupta and Bahi [87] presented an overview of the design considerations for leaky

wave antennas of arbitrary geometry. Of particular interest were the two methods

used for the evaluation of the leaky wave radiation characteristics of such antenna,

the steepest descent method and the Kirchoffintegral method. The steepest descent

method employs v¡ave equation solutions in transformed space, solves the expansion

co-efficients through the boundary conditions, and then applies the steepest descent

approximation to the Fourier integrals to obtain the far freld radiation characteris-

tics for the antenna. The Kirchoffintegral method establishes an equivalent current

distribution on the surface of the cylinder and computes the radiation characteris-

tics with the appropriate integral expression. The Kirchoff integral method requires

a pliori knowledge of the leaky wave pole location, this pole describes the propa-

gation constants for the leaky wave, whereas the steepest descent technique does

not. Additionally, the Kirchoff integrai technique may handle only one propagating
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mode at a time where the steepest descent technique can handle all modes simulta-

neously. This discussion is of particular significance to the investigation of the loop

antenna on a dielectric cylinder because, as will be seen later, there is debate in the

literature on the significance of the leaky wave pole locations on the steepest descent

approximations to the fi.eld equations. Gupta and Bahl infer that the steepest de-

scent technique is the method of choice. They provide closed form equations for the

leaky wave radiation patterns, beamwidths, sidelobe levels, radiation effi.ciency, and

pattern - scan frequency dependance for the general class of leaky wave structures.

Ittipiboon, Shafai, and Bridges [88] present an experimental investigation of a

short dielectric rod antenna which is intended to be used as a feed for a paraboloidal

reflector. Results u/ere presented for the E and H plane radiation characteristics,

from which ihe pattern beamwidth was determined. Associated cross-polarization

patterns were also provided. Ittipiboon et al suggest that an experimental opti-

mization of this antenna would make its performance comparable to a corrugated

conical horn for the intend.ed appiications and that ii may be manufactured at a

fraction of the cost.

Vasil'yev, Sedel'nikova, and Seregina [89] considered the non-symmetrical exci-

tation of a dieiectric rod by an electric dipole souïce positioned perpendicular to the

rod axis. An integral equation approach was empioyed to determine the equivalent

magnetic current distribution on the rod surface, and from these distributions, the

radiation characteristics were obtained. Through this analysis, Vasil'yev et al were

able to identify the currents associated with the incident and. reflected surface waves

and the currents associated rvith radiation at the discontinuities. From the vari-
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ous currents, partial radiation patterns were computed. The currents which most

significantly affect the radiation pattern were identified. The partial patterns were

then superposed to obtain the final results.

Finally, Kishk and Shafai [90] reported on a numerical investigation of the radi-

ation characteristics of a short dielectric rod antenna. The analysis was performed

with the aid of a moment method solution to a set of integral equations. Results for

co- and cross- polar radiation cha¡acteristics for a number of antenna parameters

'were presented.

Guiding Propert'ies of Circular Di,electric Rods

An important aspect in the analysis of the loop antenna situated coaxiaily on a

dielectric cylinder is the generation of surface lvaves. These v¡aves will have a

significant impact upon the input impedance of the loop, and to a lesser extent, upon

the low angle radiation characteristics of the loop. Because of their significance to

the stated problem, a review of the literature relevant to the topic of surface waves

on dielectric cyiinders is appropriate.

Elsasser [91] and Chandler [92] appear to be the first investigators to consider

the circular dielectric cylinder as a device for guiding electromagntic energy. El-

sasser deveioped the by now well known transcendental eigenvalue equation for the

propagation constant of the guided v/ave:

f.,Jí"(p), KL(d I I .r;(p)
Lpryp) 'qr{lÐJ Lpr,'(p) 

* xí,(q) l - l*P /p'+ q'\l'
tK-Gtl 
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k¿ is the wavenumber in tire dielectricwhere p :



material, ko is the free space wavenumber, B is the propagation constant of the

guided'wave, ø is the radius of the dielectric cylinder, .l-(*) and K-(ø) are Bessel

functions of the first and modifred second kind respectively, and the prime denotes

differentiation with respect to the argument of the function.

Elsasser obtained this equation by enforcing the appropriate boundary condi-

tions and the wave equation solution separability conditions on the eigenfunction

solutions for the geometry involved. Such eigenfunction solutions may be found, for

example, in Schelkenotr [93]. From this equation, Elsasser computed propagation

constants for the TEor, TMor, and HE11 v¡aves travelling on cylinders of various

radii. These numerical results indicated two things. First, that the TE31 and TMoi

v/aves could not propagate on rods which had a radius smaller than a certain crit-

ical value, a cutoff radius. Second, the HE11 \Ã/ave, or dipole surface wave would.

propagate on rods of arbitrarily small radius. There appeared to be no cutoff ra-

dius for the HE11 lÃ/ave. These resuits have found many applications in the areas

of fibre-optic cabies and dielectric rod antennas. Elsasser's numerical results have

since been published in graphical form [94],[95].

Elsasser also derived an equation to predict the attenuation of a surface wave as

it propagates along a cylinder rvhere the attenuation is due to dielectric loss. This

equation was derived from the Poynting vector components which describe po\Mer

flow in the axial direction.

Chandler performed a number of experiments to verify Elsasser's computations.

He deployed a section of dielectric rod in an open frame and configured the appa-

ratus as a resonant cavity. The determination of resonant frequency and cavity Q
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provided the required information to evaluate the propagation constant and the at-

tenuation of the \^,ave on the dielectric rod. It was interesting to note that Chandler

used a rectangular waveguide operating in TE61 mode to launch the surface v/ave

onto the dielectric rod.

Clarricoats [96] and Gillespie [97] considered the propagation of energy aiong a

dieiectric cylinder using a slightly different formulation. Clarricoats extended the

analysis by inciuding the non free space permeability of the dieiectric material. He

also employed the Hankel function, second kind, with imaginary angument, to de-

scribe the field's radial distribution in the external region. In previous formulations,

the modified Bessel function, second kind, real argument, had been employed. He

presented a graphical solution for the propagation constants of the HE11 surface

wave under vanious conditions and he evaluated the relative difference in power

fi.ow between the interior and exterior regions of the guide. This last investigation

was based upon a Poynting vector approach and the results indicated that the ratio

of power flow inside the rod to power flow outside the rod decreased to zero as the

rod radius decreased to zero, for the HE11 rÃ/ave. For other guided rÃ''aves, the ratio

was found to be finite for all values of rod radius. Gillespie added an interesting

point to the discussion by indicating that in some situations, at certain radial dis-

tances from the guide axis, the pov/er flow would be negative, or backwards. He

contended, however, that tire total power flow would be positive, as expected.

Many investigators have evaluated the eigenvalue equation for particular ap-

plications. However, it appears that a complete study of this equation has not

been undertaken, especially for the case of a dielectric cyiinder wiih high dielectric
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constant.

Biernson and Kinsley [98] employed the dielectric waveguide as a model for

the retinal cone of the human eye. They reported that previous investigators had

employed this model to explain the phenomenon of colour blindness. It had been

suggested that certain optical frequencies are below the cut-off frequency for sur-

face wave propagation along the retinal cones. Thus, the colours associated with

these frequencies are not perceived by the human mechanism. In their investigation,

Biernson and Kinsley determined the propagation velocities for the twelve lowest

order surface wave modes for conditions of low dielectric constant. Although origi-

nally intended for biomedical applications, they suggested that the results may be

of some value to the antenna community. These results were presented in terms of

a norma.lized frequency parameter which could, in general, be useful. However, the

highest dielectric constant considered was 1.5. The numerical data was obtained

from Elsasser's eigenvalue equation. This equation was also simplified to yield ex-

pressions for the cut-off frequency for certain rod dimensions. These simplified

equations came under the scrutiny of Diament and Schlesinger [99], who claimed

that the equations were not valid for cases where the dielectric constant was a real-

istic value. Biernson and Kinsley responded to tirese comments by indicating that

their data had been obtained from the exact equations and that, although there

may have been a small error in the text, the final results were valid.

Layburn [100] provided graphical results for the propagation velocity and group

delay for low order modes on a dielectric waveguide. The application in this instance

was to fibre-optic cable. Layburn employed a slightly different formulation for the
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problem which yielded results in an argument which v/as normafized with respect

to the dielectric constant of the rod. Unfortunately, again results were provided

for only iow dielectric constant materials. The equation for the group delay was

obtained by simply differentiating both sides of the eigenvalue equation with respect

to the free space wavenumber. Although no numerical data was reported, Layburn

indicated that the present results could be used to predict group delay due to multi-

mode propagation.

Fbom the analysis of surface wave propagation on a dielectric rod, attention

turned to the more generai problem of the continuous mode spectrum for the dielec-

tric rod. This principle incorporates both radiation and surface wave propagation

into one general formulation. Specificall¡ any radiation which occurs from the rod

is said to be the result of a continuum of radiation modes which propagate with

a velocity greater than the free space propagation velocity. They are said to be

so-called fast waves. The trapped v/aves which travel along the rod are said to be

characterized by a discrete set of surface wave modes which propagate with a veloc-

ity less than the free space propagation velocity. These are said to be the so-called

slow waves.

Snyder [101] provided a detailed discussion on the continuous mode spectrum

of the circular dielectric rod. His analysis dealt with the scattering of oblique

incidence plane l{/aves from such a rod. His formulation provided wave equation

solutions for both the internal and external regions of the rod. The external region

solution contained both the incident and scattered field as a combination of standing

and outward traveiling wave solutions. He carefully delineated the various spectral
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regions where discrete surface modes, propagating continuous modes and cut-off

continuous modes could exist. He further suggested that individual radiating modes

could be excited by controlling the angle of oblique incidence of the plane 'wave

excitation. He concluded his discussion by providing some approximate equations,

intended for fibre-optic applications, which would facilitate the computation of the

field quantities.

Yip [102] provided an extensive report on the launching of the HE11 surface

wave mode by a point electric dipole transversely oriented on the cylinder axis of

an infinitely long dielectric cylinder. The utility of this paper lies in the detaiied and

explicit statement of the method of solution for problems of this nature. The non-

homogeneous wave equations were solved by first obtaining a Fourier transform

along the axial co-ordinate and a Fourier series along the azimuthai co-ordinate.

Evaluation of the fields involved an integration around the branch cut and evaluation

of the residues at the surface wave poles. Yip made reference to the saddle point

technique as a means to evaluate the branch cut integrai. However, the saddle

point technique was not used in this paper. Yip evaluated the radiation resistance

through a determination of the space \Mave porver. The space wave polÃ/erwas

determined through a Poynting vector integration over the infinitely long radial

surface. By including the Fourier transformed field expressions in the Poynting

integral, Yip was then able to obtain a simplified expression for the radiated pov/er

through Parseval's theorem. The integrand of this simplified expression provided an

indication of the power per unit solid angle which is radiated through the Poynting

surface. Thus, it was this integrand which was n.umerically evaluated by Yip io
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obtain the radiation characteristics of the structure under consideration. From this

investigation, the amplitude and power of the surface \ruave was determined, and

an evaluation of the radiation characteristics of the structure was obtained. In

conclusion, Yip computed the launching efficiency of the surface wave by relating

the power in the surface wave to the power in the space'wave plus surface wave.

In a subsequent paper, Yip [103] determined the launching efficiency of the HE11

mode on a dielectric tube. The formulation employed in this paper was identical to

that of the previous paper except for the accommodation of three regions instead

of two. Of particular interest in this paper, however, was the detaiied discussion

concerning the evaluation of the residues of the surface \Mave poles. In the previous

paper, it was simply stated that the residues were obtained. In this paper, the

residues were obtained analytically by L'Hopital's rule and the eigenvalue equation

for the surface wave modes.

Further to the discussion on the continuous mode spectrum for the dielectric

rod, reports on the developments in the search for the so-cailed leaky wave poles

have appeared. While many investigators have employed the modal representations

reviewed so far, concern has been raised regarding the possibiiity of complex solu-

tions, that is, solutions involving a complex variable, for the eigenvalue equation.

The concern is raised because of the fact that these poles may be crossed when sim-

plifying field expressions in the far field region with the steepest descent technique.

Originally the idea of a leaky wave pole or singie leaky wave mode was used in the

analysis of so-called leaky wave antennas. Such antennas v/ere essentially closed

wave guiding structures which were perturbed with perforated boundaries. The ax-
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ial propagation velocity for the waveguide mode'was presented as a complex number

so that both the phase constant and the attenuation of the wave as it leaked from

the guide could be characterized in the axial direction. It has been suggested that

the leaky wave solutions for open waveguide systems may provide additional contri-

butions to the radiation pattern over iimited angular sectors. Although it appears

that no evaluation of the leaky wave pole contribution for a particular geometry

has been reported, there has been some success in locating the pole locations in the

complex plane.

Arnbak [10a] and James [fOS] appear to be the first investigators to report nu-

merical results for complex solutions to the eigenvalue equation for the dielectric

cylinder. Arnbak considered the zero order surface wave mode only. For this con-

dition, he examined the split dispersion equations in the region of small argument

for the Hankel functions involved. This was the region of greatest interest. He

employed small argument approximations for the cylinder functions and obtained a

simplified expression from which the leaky wave pole locations could be identified.

He briefly considered, also the influence of losses on the positions of the poles in the

complex plane. Arnbak suggested that a surface wave would be transformed into a

leaky wave as the excitation frequency of the field was decreased.

James further considered complex solutions to the eigenvalue equation. Of sig-

nificance was his investigation of the symmetry involved in the complex solutions.

In summary, he reported that pairs of complex solutions could be found to the

eigenvalue equation where the individual soiutions $/ere in adjacent quadrants of

the complex plane. He further indicated that the eigenvalue equation would take
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on a form containing first and second order Hankel functions, a form which is also

seen in the integration of the branch cut integral. This work may suggest that the

residues from the individual leaky wave poles may eliminate each other, leaving the

original steepest descent contribution as the only term which will yield the radiation

field.

Additional work on the location of complex solutions has been reported by

Veselov and Rayevskiy [106],[107]. In their first paper, a mathematical theorem is

provided by which the existance of a complex solution to the \À/ave equation may

be proven. Of greater interest is the method by which they obtained the complex

solutions, which was the subject of the second paper. The eigenvalue equation was

recast in the form of a quadratic equation in terms of:

P(o' -t J'"(a'a)
,u) - JÁ"fl)

Solutions f.or P(arø) were determined by solving the resultant quadratic equations

and then determining a from P(a,a). Numerical results were provided which in-

dicated the trajectory of a in the complex plane under the influence of various

factors.

To conclude this sectioir, attention is drawn to the work of King and Schlesinger

on a structure referred to as the dielectric image line. A dielectric image line is

an open guiding structure which consists of a half round dielectric rod mounted on

a ground plane. The electromagnetic field structure of the HE11 surface wave is

observed to be the same for both conventional dielectric rods and image lines. The

image iine provides some experirnental advantage in the observation of such field
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structures and, therefore, deserves mention in this discussron.

King and Schlesinger [10S] and Schlesinger and King [109] appear to be the first

investigators to consider the propagation of surface waves along a dielectric image

Iine. They employed Elsasser's eigenvalue equation to determine the propagation

velocity for the HE11 surface wave. Of particular interest was the attenuation per

unit length observed on this type of line. King and Schlesinger investigated loss

due to the dielectric material, ohmic loss due to the ground plane, and radiation

loss. Theoretical evaluations for the dielectric and ohmic loss were performed using

a technique similar to that reported by Elsasser, while the radiation loss due to

perturbations on the line was evaluated experimentally.

The outstanding result of these investigations lv\¡as that the ohmic loss was in-

significant compared to the dielectric loss, even for the case of when the ground

plane rÃ/as composed of nichrome plate.
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Introduction

The electromagnetic characteristics of a loop antenna positioned coaxially on the

surface of an infinitely long dieiectric circular cylinder may be divided into three

main categories: radiation, surface wave, and input impedance. The evaluation of

these characteristics requires an analysis of the electromagnetic fields which result

from the current distribution on the loop. This chapter outlines the formulation

employed for the analysis of these fields and the various extensions required to

evaluate the characteristics of interest.

Formulation and Soluti,on of Equations for tlte Fields

Figure 3.01 illustrates the loop antenna positioned coaxially on the infinitely long

dielectric circular cylinder. The cylinder is denoted as Region I, with radius p: a,

dielectric constant e¿, extending from -oo to oo along tirre z axis. Region II is free
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space. The antenna's current distribution, /(/)6(z), is shown at, p: a, z:0,

in the cylindrical co-ordinate system (p,ö,"). Superimposed upon the cyiindrical

co-ordinate system is the spherical co-ordinate system (r,0,ó) which is used in the

evaluation of the loop's radiation characteristics. A harmonic time dependance of

the form ej" is assumed.

The antenna itself is modelled using the thin wire approximation [110]. This

approximation presumes that the antenna current exists only along the axis of the

conductor. The radius of the conductor, therefore, becomes an important parameter

in evaluating antenna characteristics. A common technique for specifying ioop

conductor radius is the loop antenna parameter f,). Q : 2ln(2ralb). The loop

antenna radius ¿ and conductor radius ó are shown in Figure 8.01

The loop antenna is excited by a rectangular pulse function, 1.0 volt amplitude.

The angular extent of this function is 5 degrees from -2.5 to 2.5 along the circumfer-

ence of the loop. The length of the function is obtained by transiating the angular

extent along the circle at p - ¿. From the applied voltage and pulse function length,

the / component of the electric field which excites the antenna, is determined. The

feedpoint details are also shown in Figure 3.01.

As indicated previously, the first step required in the evaluation of the antenna's

various characteristics is the determination of the electromagnetic fields resulting

from the current distribution on the loop. There are many different approaches

to the formulation of equations for this type of problem. All of them, in general,

lead to the formuiation of a wave equation for functions which describe the actual

fields under consideration or potential functions from which the field expressions
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may be obtained. Illust¡ative examples of three different approaches found in the

Iiterature are Yip [102], who formulated scalar \Ã¡ave equations directly in terms of

the axial components of the electric and magnetic fieid vectors E and Ff , Harrington

[111], who formulated scalar wave equations in terms of the axial components of the

eiectric and magnetic vector potentiais A and tr', and Wait [95], who formulated

scalar wave equations in terms of the axial components of the Hertz eiectric and

magnetic vector potentials fI and fI*. In this last case, the axial components are

known as the scalar Debye potentials U and V. The formulation approach employed

for this research effort follows Wait.

The vector v/ave equation for the Heúz vector potentials may be obtained di-

rectly from Maxwell's equations. By defining the electric Hertz vector as follows:

H : (o + jue) curl TI (3.1)

the following homogeneous vector \Ã/ave equation may be obtained:

curl curl f'1. - grad diu fI ¡ 12fI: 0 (3.2)

where j2 : j.p(o I jae). Similar equations are available for fI*

The scalar Debye potentials are defined as follows:

II : (0,0, u) (3.3)

fI* : (0,0, Y)

From this definition, it may be seen that the scalar potential functions [/ and
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Figure 3.02 Contour mapping for Integral Evaluation
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7 satisfy the foilowing scalar homogeneous wave equation for a lossless medium:

(v'+r') u 
-o

V

where

7a / â\ 7 ð2 a2Y": 
oao\'ao)*Aaó,+ a",

and k2 : us2 p,e.

From the above definitions and the following:

E : (-7' * grad, dlu ) TL - i, t" curl fI*

ñ A2LI ja¡l,OV
-P ðpôz p Aó

y, AzV jaeôu
++D I--Y )pôz p Aó

T A2LI AVttó: 
p aóa, 

-f lau 6,
T AzV AUi7ó: paóa"-Jueap

ø-: (rr.' * L)u" \ 0,,.,

H": (*,* #),

(3-4)

(3.5)

lt : (-i * srad, dø) rf f (o + jo,e) curl f,I (3.6)

a set of equations may be obtained which relate the electric and magnetic field

components to the Debye potentials:

(3.7)

From these relations, the potential [/ may be referred to as the transuerse magnetic

potential and V may be referred to as the transaerse electric potential.
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Solutions for the potential functions are obtained for Region I and Region II,

shown in Figure 3.01, by Fourier transforming the \Mave equations with respect to

the axial and azimuthal co-ordinates z arrd þ. The transform with respect to z

produces a continuum of eigenvalues. The transform with respect to / produces a

denumerably infiniie set of eigenvalues because of the periodicity of the structure.

This procedure of transforming wave equations with respect to co-ordinates which

describe surfaces of separation is very general and may be seen in the solution of

many rü/ave equation probiems involving open geometries.

A general two dimensional transform pair [112] may be introduced which facili-

tates the soiution of the problem:

oo

f(ö,,): t e
m=-æ

s*(À)e-i^'dS-,*r t* (3.8)

s^(^) : # Ir* l:f (ó,")"i^,ei*óclzd,ó

The resulting transformed r¡/ave equations for the scalar potentials will be in the

form of Bessel's differentiai equation. Appropriate cylinder functions must be chosen

to meet the boundary conditions imposed upon the radial co-ordinate solution. The

boundary conditions are, in Region I, the freld should appear to be of a standing

rvave nature and must be finite al p :0. In Region II, the field should appear to

be of an outward travelling wave nature and must tend to zero as p --+ æ.

From these considerations, general solutions for the Debye potentials in Region

I and Region II may be written as follows:
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Ut:

Vt-

UIt:

Vn:

co ¡æ

t "-imÓ |.l-ñm=-æ

oo ¡æ

I "-imó |m=-æ J-oo

co ¡ætl- 
"-inó 

|ZJ' -l-ñm=-æ

co ¡æ
I .-inó |ZJI

m=-æ J-æ

Ai(Ðr^(

ALQ)r*(

{k', - Np)e-i^"d,^

,[r? - *o)e-i^'d^

(3.e)

(3.10)

(3.11)

(3.12)

B1Q)Hfl (Vfq - 
^, 

p)e-i^" d,^

Bhe)H*) çr[n. s, p)e-i^z d^

where Ut and U¡y are the transverse magnetic potential functions for Region I and

Region II respectively. V7 andVT¡ are the transverse electric potential functions for

Region I and Region II respectively. The expansion co-efficients Aî(^), AhQ) ,

BhQ), and Bfi(À) are determined from appropriate boundary conditions at p - a.

The superscripts e and ä on the co-efficients re-emphasize the connection between

each co-effi.cient and its corresponding potential function. The co-efficients asso-

ciated with the transverse magnetic potentiai function U are identified with the

superscript e indicating that they are related to the axial component of the electric

fi.eld. Similarly, the co-efficients associated with the transverse electric potential

function V are identified with the superscript ä indicating that they are related to

the axial comporÌent of the magnetic field. .l-(r) represents Bessel function first

kind, Hg)(") represents Hankel function second kind,, k¿ and ko are the wavenum-

bers for Region I and Region II respectively, and rn and À are the transformation

variables associated with the / and z co-ordinates respectiveiy.

Further to the discussion concerning the selection of appropriate cylinder func-

tions to meet the required boundary conditions on the radial co-ordinate, attention

must be drawn to the arguments of the Hankel functions which appear in the ex-
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pressions for the potential functions, and therefore the expressions for the electro-

magnetic fields, for Region II. The t"rtn {n'" - S'establishes these arguments as

multiple branch complex valued functions of À where À itself is also considered to

be a complex variable. The radiation boundary condition on the radial co-ordinate

is maintained when the Hankel function argument remains on the lower half of its

complex plane. A transformation of this restriction to the integration variable À

readily shows that the contour for the integrals in the potential functions must lie on

the lower sheet of the double sheet Riemann surface which represents the compiex

plane for the variable À. Singularities wili be observed along the real axis in the

interval defined by k; > lÀl ) ko. The nature of these singuiarities is the subject

of the investigation of surface wave behaviour. They are mentioned here, however,

because of their role in establishing the integration contour.

A recognition of the singularities and branch cuts for the Riemann surfaces in

the À domain leads to two approaches for the evaluation of the Fourier integrals

associated with the potential functions and field expressions. The first approach is

to integrate along the real À axis from -oo to oo. This involves the determination

of the Cauchy Principle Value CPV of the integral and the residue contributions

arising from the surface wave singularities. Since the evaluation of tihe CPV is

performed, in general, through numerical quadrature, an estimate of the tail contri-

buti,on, the value of the integral from some large vaiue to infinity, is also required.

The second approach involves the transformation of the integration contour along

the real À axis to an integration contour around the branch cuts plus a summation

of residues occuring from the singularities. This transformation is accomplished
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under Jordan's lemma. The contour is closed in the lower half of the À complex

plane, for z ) 0, to ensure convergence of the integral as À approaches infinity.

Tamir and Oliner [113],[114] refer to the evaluation of such integrals by this tech-

nique as the spectral representation approach. Note that in the second approach

a calculation of the integral's CPV is not required. However, a tail contribution

estimate is still needed. Figure 3.02 provides a graphical step-by-step development

of the integration contour, starting with the restricted Hankel argument domain

and leading through to the two approaches discussed here.

For this research effort, the first approach proved to be of greater advantage.

As will be seen, the cylinder functions become exponential in behaviour, for lÀl >

k¿ along the real À axis. This leads to easier calculation and tail contribution

estimation. In the second approach, the cylinder functions remain oscillating for

large argument values. This leads to greater difficulties in calculating the integrals.

From the solutions for the potential functions, and the foregoing discussion con-

cerning the selection of appropriate integration contour, equations may be obtained

for al1 fi.eld components in Region I and Region II:

Ep, :,,ä 
"-imö |]*l"Zf^)f,)0, - el,çx¡aorl e-i^z d^

co

Ep,,: t "-inó |ll"zf^)oo, - rfli.l¡aon] e-i^zd^
-;* 

:"
Hp,:,"ä "-inó llloyf^)oos * 4(À)CI06] e-i^zd^

Hp,, : t "-imó li[ulf^)oo, * B;(À)CI08] e-i^zd^
-;*

Eö,: Ë "-imó ll[oyf^)oon - A'*e)aß]e-iÀz¿^

(3.13)
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Eó,,: Ë "-imó liluîr^)o,, - B;(À)r¿r,] e-iÀ"¿^
Tn=-æ J -G

Hó,: Ë "-irnó liloZf^)o,. - dlçs¡arnle-i^zd^
m=-æ J-d

Hó,,: Ë "-imó l]*luZf^)o,, - r[1.];o,.] e-i^zd^
m:-æ

8", :-ä .-imó ll"x^lerre-i^" d.À

co ¡æ
E,tt : t "-imó J_*ut*(^){Lrre-i^,d,À*;*

¡r ", 
:_ä 

"-imó li "f-f^le,rre- 
i^' d,À

oo

H",,: Ë "-imó llu|f^X'Lr"e-i^'d,À

As indicated earlier, tr" ;;;sion co-effi.cients are determined from the bound-

ary conditions at p : a. Specificall¡ the tangential components of the electric field

are continuous across the boundary. The axial component of the magnetic field is

discontinuous across the boundary by an amount equal to the / component of the

surface current distribution on the boundary, which, in this investigation, is the

current distribution on the loop antenna.

Eö,: Eó,,

Err: E"r,

HÓ,: Hó,,

H"- - H-.-: .I^,1 Lit -v

(3.i4)

Tlre vector nature of. J6, the current distribution on the loop, is indicated in Figure

3.01.



To facilitate the solution of the expansion co-efficients, a transformed represen-

tation for the surface current is introduced:

Jø(ö,'): 
*Ð*"-irnó l]*"*f^le-i^zd\ (8.1b)

o-(À) : # I"^ l:Jø(ó,,¡ei*ó ei^"d,zd,þ

For the boundary conditions to hold for all va.lues of / and z, thefollowing equations

must be satisfield at p : q.

Aho)ao, -,Ai"(À)CIro: Bh(\)or, - Bh(\an (8.16)

AîQ)aú: Bå())f¿"

A;(À)f¿13 - Ah})ç¿rn: B3^(À)C¿ru - Bå(À)f¿16

AhQ)f,]? - Bå(À)s¿re : rc-(À)

As indicated earlier, the current distribution is presumed to be of the form Í(ó)0(r).

This removes the À dependance from the variable rc*.

From this set of simultaneous equations, solutions for the expansion co-efficients

may be found as follows:

Aiø): jap,orc^ú2 [üuVu - V+üs]
m\"J - A (3.17)
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where

L: kZ [e'ü2ü3 - ütús] [úrü. - VrÜs] + [\Y2{/4 - vrvo] lvrvu - üzün]

Forko)À

ü1

v2

V3

v4

v5

V6

0ot

flo,

floe

f)on

0oo

0ot

f)on

0to

0tt

{It,

f)t.

{k?-Np)-J-+r(

(k7-s'¡t^çrln7-s""¡

(k3 - s'¡nfiiç{t"" sr"¡

: ,{r? "lt*-,çr/n; - Na) - r*+t(

: ùl*çrfn, - sr¿¡

!r¡r"- 
"lnßt-,çr[n'" 

ñ") - HÍil,(

: rl*gçlrkz - N"

tlrk? - Nùl

,lrk'" - ^'ùl

: r)os: +rE - ^,lr--,(
: %ft*tr-n?- x'o)

'/nv 
Np¡l

fl.,: *lø=i"ft,r
of"x't'[n'" Npl

{4-p) - Hgf,( ,lrq - 
^'p)]

: Yft*{'frn: - s'o)

: Yf"x'r'rq - N¿

3#t/k', - ^' lt 
*-,çr[n', - N p) - r ^+t(

ora: Ùt*çr[ni - N¿

3#tfq - Nlufii-,çr[n"" Np) _ nl1\,

srro: 
"lsgtçUr-¡r3 - sr¿
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0tu

0tt

f)rt

: -J# 
vrq i lnfii-,çrrnfi p) - H*+r(

: (k? - s')t*(tft'= Np)

: (k'" - t"¡nfrl çrfn"" s" ,¡

-?¡^+t(À" - t3)x*G[t, - 4"¡

¡**r2?.Iy*(Js, _ n,o¡
1TA

,[sr- -sr- n""p)*K-+r(

j*+r2!Y!2N,,çrf S, 
-5, - t 3p¡ITP -v

j*+r2-YYþw*eft - n""p¡
7lP -v

ffi*{t'- alx^-,çr/t' - 4p) + K-*,1

: srro : ¡**,z?ÌN^{r[N - t 3¿Tp

: -]i^*'{^" - t3)x*(t/x, - ap¡

i*(-r)*+'(À'- t'7¡t*çr/s, 
-s, - n7"¡

)i*{-t)^ {t' - n, lr*-,rr[^, - r,z) + r-+r (

li*r-t¡*t,.1[s, - n7o¡

ForÀ>

follows:

,U2

V5

ü6

f)os

0on

floe

f,)rr

f)t,

0tu

f)tt

For À > k¿,

ü1 :

iü" :

ü.:

f?ot :

ko, terms which contain Hankel functions, second kind, are modified as

terms which contain Bessel functions, first kind, are modified as follows:

vr^' - .^"ùl

ytN - n7"¡]

\
f)os : )i*+,{-t),".'{^, - k? 

|

oo

I--t ( - n:p)lvl-^' - k? p) * I,'*,(



f)0,

f)ou

f)os

f)ro

0rs

f)tz

fft*f-l*t,*(1[x, - nlp)

Tt^f-l^t*({N - nlp)

: al'i*+t{-q^{s'-8lr*-,çr[N - nip) ir*+t(

: srr¿ : !i*r_tl*r*ç1f N - n! p¡

T j**'(-t¡*+ {sz - ¡z lt*-rçr[N - t i p) r r-+r(

i^(-r)*+'(À'- t'7¡t^1rfs, 
-s, - n7p¡

Eó,, :_ä .-imó lllunf^)o,, - Bie)a',) d^

{x, - n7¿l

I*(*) and K-(ø) are modified Bessel functions, first and second kind, respectively.

Input Impedance and Curcent D'istribution

The calculation of input impedance and current distribution for the loop antenna

follows a general integral equation procedure. An equation is formulated which

relates t]ne þ component of the electric field to the { directed current distribution

on the antenna. The equation for E6r, frorn (8.18), at z:0, is employed:

As may be seen in (3.f7), the À independant variable Æn? appears in both terms

BhQ) and Bfi(À). This term may be taken outside the integral to obtain a gener-

alized expression:

(3.18)

(3.1e)

This expression may now be employed to relate the electric field on the surface of the

antenna's conductor to the current on the central axis of the antenna's conductor.

- wòl
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Further, the electric field may be represented as a Fourier series:

n+@): 
_ä x^e-i*ó

7 r2n
X*: * J" E6(þ)er*ad$

Equation (3.20) then becomes:

-ä 
x*e-imó:,',ä K*z*¿-i^ô

.- _x*ñ,*-- -2m

nø(ó):lrect(g)

X*: #t m :0

X^:=# ,n+0

where r is the angular extent of the function, 0.0878 radians.

From the preceeding discussion, the modal current amplitudes, K^,

mined in (3.22), may norv be used to compute the current distribution on

(3.20)

(3.21)

The well known orthogonality of these functions in / allows the introduction of the

modal parameters Xm as modal voltage, Km as modal current, and Z* as modal

impedance. These parameters are related as follows:

where Z* : fT*lçX\aÀ as shown in (3.19). For the present investigation, a 1.0

volt rectanguiar pulse function was taken as the antenna's excitation. Therefore:

(3.22)

(3.23)

(3.24)

as deter-

the loop

where V is the 1.0 volt excitation, / is the length of the rectangular function, and

the rectangular function itself is taken from / : -2.5" lo !2.5o, as shown in Figure

3.01. The modal voltage for the present investigation may be defined as follows:



through (3.15). The input impedance for the antenna is determined simply:

vl
L;- 

- -l
TI

u ó ló=o
(3.25)

The evaluation of the modal impedance terms Z^ requires careful consideration.

As indicated previously, singularities exist along the integration contour between

lÀl : k, and lÀl : k¿. These singularities resuit from the excitation of hybrid mode

surface waves. The integral may be written in the form:

z* : ,, l:re)d^ + jrrres[z(À), À,] (3.26)

r,vhere the plus sign on the residue term is taken for À ( 0 and the minus sign

for À > 0. Z is defined in (3.19). The selection of the plus/minus sign results

from the sense in which the pole is circled on the integration contour. This detail is

shown in Figure 3.02. À, represents the singuiarity due to the surface wave and P.V.

represents Cauchy Principle Value. The locations of the singularities between ko

and k¿ may be obtained through the solution of the eigenvalue equation represented

by the term A in (3.17). By setting A : 0, an equation, originally presented by

Elsasser [91], may be obtained. Solutions for this equation represent the propagation

velocities of the various hybrid mode surface waves. Cutoff conditions for these

lvaves have been studied by Biernson and Kinsley 198]. The cutoff conditions are as

follows:

TÐo*fTIvIo* J6(a-) : g

EHn, J*(a^):g a^)0

HEr- J1(a-) : g

HE',n Jn-2(a^):g n)2,a^)0
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where the a^ are the eigenvalues of the associated Bessel functions. Note that the

HE11 surface wave is presumed to have a zero cutoff condition impiying that it may

be excited orl an infinitely small dielectric cylinder.

The evaluation of the residue term is easily accomplished with the aid of L'Hopital's

rule and may be written as follows:

(3.2s)Resp(À),)ol : 
ffil^_^"

where ¡/(À) and D(À) are the numerator and denominator of the modal impedance

kernal. The prime indicates differentiation with respect to À.

The denominator of the modal impedance kernal is the term A described above.

Its derivative with respect to À may be obtained through successive applications of

the chain rule.

D'(À) : k2.(&€z + És6¿) f €s€o * €z€a (8.29)

where

Ét : e,Ú2ü3-ilrÜs

t, : VrVå + {/;V3 - V,úi - ülú,

€t : e,ú2V'"1e,'ú'rV3- ütüi - Viüu

Ën : VzVs-ürüs

€t : Vzü¿-\Ii\Lo

(u : ütüå + üiü6 - úrú'n - V'rún

€, : úrú'n + vivl- ütüå - ü'rVu

€t : ÜrÜo-üzÜn
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wherethe primeindicates differentiationwithrespect to À. Theterms ú¿, i:1...6

may be found in (3.17). The derivatives of these terms with respect to À are required

only for the region k, < lÀl ( k¿ and may be written as follows:

2^J*(

)l

V,L

v;

{k?=") - J,**,GE- N")] -
-r({s, - tr.a) * K*+r (\F 4"

oÀ' l, ,({n7 No¡ - t**rç{*y - sr,
z¡@ - s' L"*-'

{N 4"¡ +x*-rç1[s, - t ""o) *r{*+"({^, - kZ

+x*.rfr[], - a"¡]f

-2)s*çurs' - ¡r3¿¡

ú'n

\i/;

ü/å :

: !j**,l.* lr^_fr" L2 L

vL: i**'*lx^çr[t,-A"¡

The convergence of the modal impedance integral is verified by obtaining a large

argument approximation, or tail contribution, for the P.V. ( See Appendix A ). The

tail contribution may be seen to take the form

ffilx^ -,çr[N 4a) + r{,*¡1çyr t, - qø]l

¡æ o-À(o-a)irlZm,tait:TJ_* 
À d)

l-i" , i*' I
L 2 - @+Ðkþ)
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aþo

Jp"

rvhere

T-



This is the .,vell known exponential integral. Tabulated values for this function

appear in the literature [115]. It is interesting to note the location of the term

(p - ") in the above equation. The thickness of the loop conductor establishes the

rate of convergence of the modal impedance kernel as À --+ oo.

The contribution made by surface wave excitation and space wave radiation to

the real component of the loop's input impedance is of interest in this research. The

real component of the P.I/. result represents the contribution made by the space

wave radiation and the residue result represents the contribution made by surface

wave excitation.

In discussing surface rù/ave excitation, it is interesting to note that an expansion

of the modal impedance kernel, for rn:0, verifies that the antennais not capable

of exciting the zero order transverse magnetic modes TMo-. For arbitrary m, the

modal impedance kernel may be expanded as follows:

- ("v, [ü.vu - v¿üs

(3.31)

where

(t:

s2

{kZ - 
^, lnfl,t Vl-k" 

^rp) 
_ Hgìr(

{4 - ^'Ð

and the

equal to

other terms are defined in (3.17). For rn : 0, the terms Vn, Vu and (2 are

zero. Therefore, (3.31) becomes:

- j. tt.Çk3ü3(e, ü2ü3 - Vrüs)

-o)]

r(^):
klQ,ú 2V 3 - ü1ü5Xü/züe - ürür) (3.32)



which may be further reduced to

r(^): - j, t""(tV 
" (3.33)

üzVs - ürüs

The denominator of (3.33) may be readily cast into the eigenvalue equation for the

transverse electric TEo- modes, as seen in [95]. This result may be verified by

examining the zero order field structure in the vicinity of the antenna. Tlne z and p

components of the magnetic field and the $ component of the electric field wiii exist

due to the given current distribution. These field components comprise a transverse

electric propagating wave. The existance of the z component of the magnetic field

eliminates a transverse magnetic travelling wave.

For the special case of determining the input impedance of the antenna when the

cylinder's dielectric constant €" : 1.0r the free space condition, a simplification of

the modal impedance kernel provides a slightly improved algorithm with respect to

computation time. This simplification again comes from the expansion of the modal

impedance kernel and the invocation of a Wronskian relation in its denominator.

When 6" : 1.0, (3.3i) becomes:

.r/\\ _ iap,"LÇlV¿(úzV+- ütüu) - k3{/3({/2V3 - \Yl\Yr)] - (zür lürüu - ünvr]]
-r- \/\ ) -

(3.34)

where A is modified as follows:

L - k: [ürü, - vrür]' - lvrùn - ürüu]t

Through the use of the Wronsl<ian [115]:

J*a(ø)Hfi)(u) - J-(*)Hfl ,@): #



the following reductions are obtained:

lürvn - ürüo]

[ürü, - ürvs]

[ü.üu - vnvs]

n
U

j2(k" - Àt)
,1(O,

: i2mÀ
ra2

A substitution of the above reductions into (3.34) yields a free space modal impedance

kernel:

T(À)¡r* space : 
-

Surface Waae Characteristics

(3.35)

The electromagnetic fields resulting from the current distribution on the antenna

consist of two major components. The first component is related to radiation and

its associated near field structure. The second component is related to surface wave

excitation. As with the modal impedance caLculations, which essentially considered

t'he þ vector component of the electric field in Region II, these two components are

readily identified in the calculation of the fields. The first component arises from

a calculation of the C.P.V. of the field expression and the second component arises

from the evaluation of the residues from the field expressions when A : 0.

The surface'wave fieids may be evaluated from a generalized expression for the

residue term:

(3.36)

rvlrere F"urJo"" represents the total electromagnetic surface wave field vector com-

ponent under consideration. F"u,Jo"" is the sum of the fields resulting from the
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excitation of all rn x p surface waves which can exist for the given geometry. ¡f(À)

and D(À) are the associated numerator and denominator of the field expression.

The prime denotes differentiation with respect to À. À-,0 denotes the particular

surface wave pole at which the residue is calculated. Cutoff conditions for sur-

face waves under given geometries are provided in (3.27). These cutoff conditions

establish values f.or M and P.

Surface'wave porÃ/er may be determined through an evaluation of the Poynting

vector over a cross-sectional plane at z: zo.

p"u,Jo"" : 
To"Ur'," 1"" @o,Hä, - Eø,Hi)pdpdó +

lo'" l,* {uo,,Hä,, - Eø,,Hi,)p¿pdól

(3.37)

where Eo, Err, Eór, Eór, Ho, Hor, H6r, and HLr, ate the surface wave field

components for Region I and Region II, obtained from (3.36). J?e denotes real part

of a complex variabie and the asterisk denotes complex conjugate.

Rødiat'ion Clz o,racterist'ic s

The radiation characteristics of a loop antenna mounted on an infinitely iong dielec-

tric circular cylinder are determined from the Region II field components. Further,

since -8", Eó, H,, and H6 contribute to radial pov/er propagation, they are the only

components which require consideration.

Far f,eid'equations are obtained using a technique commonly referred to as the

method of steepest descent or saddle point method. This technique is employed in

an approximate sense to determine the d and / spherical co-ordinate components of
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the radiated eiectric and magnetic fields from the cylindrical co-ordinate tangential

fi.eld expressions.

Appendix B contains a fu1l deveiopment for the far field equations. The equa-

tions themselves are presented here:

ñ -2i kZ si¡¡Q'-ik"R co

L,¡t: ----- ìr-i- Ð B.*(k.cos7)e-i*(ö-T)rt (3.38)

(3.3e)

.-i*(ó-T)

(3.40)

"-i*(ó-[)
(3.41)

-2i kSsin 7e-ikoR co

Ð Bh@"cosl)e-i*(Ó-T)
m=-@

He,, :

Eó,, : 
"!#-ä þ 

u"akrno cos á) sin d - # "r(k, 
.os d)]

Hó,,: =t$y_ä þ,."]tr,cosd)siná - #un(k.cosl)
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The input impedance and current distribution characteristics for a number of loop

antenna geometries have been eva,luated from the formulation presented in Chapter

3. For each case of cylinder dielectric constant, €, : 1.0, 2.561 5.6, and g.0, two sets

of input impedance data were computed. The first data set was for loop parameter

f) : 10 and the second data set was for loop parameter fl : 72. Because of

the extensive computer time required for the modal impedance calculations, only

twenty values of input impedance were obtained for each data set, over a range of

normaiized loop circumference C f À" frorn 0.1 to 2.0.

The evaluation of the loop antenna's input impedance involved a four stage

process. First, all eigenvalues for the surface v/ave modes were determined from

(3.17) A : 0 through a direct search technique. Next, for a given geometry, modal

impedance terrns were calculated from (3.21). Twenty terms of the Fourier series
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expansion in /, *19 < rn < 19, were calculated for each data point in order to

verify convergence. Twenty terms proved to be more than satisfactory as will be

seen in the following results. As indicated by (3.36), the modal impedance terms

were calculated in two parts. The Cauchy Principle Value was evaluated using

Simpson's rule numerical quadrature. The upper limit for the numerical evaluation

of the CPV was determined with the aid of (3.30). An arbitra¡ily large value of À

was selected which would yield a negligible tail contribution. This value was then

used in an evaLuation of the integrand for confirmation. After confirmation, the

upper iimit was employed in the actual caiculation of the modal impedance term.

An approximation to the value of the CPV integral in the vicinity of a singularity

was obtained by first finding values of À which effectively straddled the singularity

and then using these values of À in a lrapezoidal rule numerical quadrature. Note

that these values of À did not, in general, correspond to the sample points generated

by the Simpson's rule procedure. Therefore, this small modification was employed..

Other numerical quadrature techniques r,¡/ere tested for the evaluation of the CPV.

However, these alternate methods, such as the Gauss method, did not prove to be

of any great advantage. Because of this, the well proven Simpson technique was

employed for all calculations.

Appropriate eigenvaiue results were then employed to calculate residue contribu-

tions to the modal impedance terms, through (3.28). Complete modal impedance

values were then employed in (3.22), aiong with (3.24), to obtain modal current

amplitudes. The current distribution on the a¡rtenna was obtained ihrough (3.15)

and the input impedance through (3.25).
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Figure 4.01 illustrates the input impedance of a loop antenna in free spâ,cê €, :

1.0. Twenty data points are provided for each of the two cases f) : 10 and Í-) - !2,

over a range of normalized circumference C lÀ" o10.1 to 2.0. The impedance results

are displayed as separate resistive and reactive comporlents following a convention

employed by Smith. The results from the present formulation are compared to

results published by Smith [116]. Exce]lent agreement is observed between the

two cases. The dashed lines on both the resistance and reactance curves indicate

the presumed general behaviour of the input impedance for the given geometries.

This presumed behaviour has been interpolated from the present data and the

previously available results. Note that the plus and minus signs on the reactance

curves indicate the inductive and capacitive nature of the input impedance reactive

component. One anti-resonant point is observed at approximately Cl^.: 0.b.

Figures 4.02,, 4.03, and 4.04 illustrate the input impedance of loop antennas

situated on dielectric cylinders where the dielectric constant e, :2.56,5.6, and 9.0,

respectively. Again, for each figure, twenty data points are provided for each of

tlre two cases f) : 10 and {L:72 over a range of normalized circumference Cl^.

of 0.1 to 2.0. The dashed lines on the resistance and reactarì.ce curves indicate

the presumed behaviour of the input impedance for the geometries presented. This

general behaviour is interpolated from the given data points and the results observed

in Figure 4.01. The plus and minus signs on the reactance curves indicate the

inductive and capacitive nature of the input impedance reactive component over

the specified regions. Note that two anti-resonant points are observed in Figures

4.02 ar'd 4.03, while three anti-resonant points are observed in Figure 4.04.
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Figures 4.07,4.02,4.03, and 4.04 exhibit some interesting features which should

be noted. First, the increase in dielectric constant obviously increases the electrical

size of the loop antenna. This can be inferred from the increase in the number of

anti-resonant points observed for a given geometry. Secondly, an impact upon the

resistive component of the input impedance is observed as the dielectric constant

increases. In Figure 4.01, the variation in resistance, excluding the anti-resonant

point, is relatively small. However, as the dielectric constant is increased, larger

variations in the resistance are observed. This increased variation in resistance is

assumed to be the combined result of cylinder infi.uence upon the radiation charac-

teristics of the antenna and surface \,vave excitation.

The impact of surface wave excitation on the resistive component of the input

impedance is an item of interest which arises from the present results. To observe

this clearly, comparisons are made between the contribution to the resistive part of

the modal impedance term made by radiation, the real part of the CPV, and by

surface wave excitation, the residue. These comparisons are illustrated in Figures

4.05, 4.06, 4.07, and 4.08. The data for these figures was extracted from the input

impedance results presented earlier. Figure 4.05 illustrates the radiation contri-

bution made when €, : 1.0. Obviously, no surface v/ave activity is present under

these conditions so this figure provides a baseiine for the subsequent results. It is

interesting to note the shape of the curve in this figure and the degree to which each

modal term contributes to the final imput impedance result. These results may be

related to the small variation in the resistance of the loop antenna as seen in Figure

4.07. Figure 4.06 illustrates the radiation contribution made when e, : 2.56 and.
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the surface \Mave contribution made by the HE11 mode. The HE11 mode is the only

mode which may be excited under these conditions. Cut-off condition verification

may be performed through (3.27).

The behaviour of the HE11 mode contribution is interesting in that it exhibiis

behaviour similar to behaviour seen in results obtained by Duncan [97]. Specifi-

cally, the shape of the curve for the HE11 mode is identical to a curve obtained by

Duncan which illustrated the excitation of the HE11 mode on a dielectric cylinder,

as a function of rod radius. The variability in the radiation contribution may be

associated with behaviour, shown in Figure 4.02, for the resistance of the loop an-

tenna under this geometry. Figure 4.07 illustrates the radiation contribution made

when e, : 5.6 and the surface wave contributions provided by the TEor, HErr,

EHrr, HErz, and HE21 modes. Equation (3.33) verifies that the TEo,- modes can

not be excited by the loop antenna. Again, the variability of the radiation con-

tribution may be associated with the resistance behaviour shown in Figure 4.08.

The surface'wave contributions exhibit behaviour discussed earlier. Finally, Figure

4.08 illustrates the radiation contribution made when €," : g.0 and the surface wave

contributions provided by the TEsi, TEoz, HEn, EHrr, HErz, HEzr, EH21 and HE3i

modes. Again, the highly variable radiation contribution may be associated with

resistance behaviour seen in Figure 4.04. Note that only the first four terms 0, I,2,

and 3, were employed in the analysis of the radiation contribution. Only four terms

were necessary because the highest surface wave mode which can be excited is the

HE3i mode, and the objective of Figures 4.05 to 4.08 is to compare the radiation

contribution and surface rvave contriJ:ution to the real part of the modal impedance
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term.

The identification of all surface wave modes which may be excited under a given

geometry is very important to the determination of the antenna's input impedance.

As indicated above, surface wave data is required for both the CPV calculation and

the residue calculation. Tables 4.01 to 4.08 identify all surface wave modes which

may exist under the conditions discussed in Figures 4.01 to 4.08. Each table provides

specific information on the dielectric constant of the cyiinder e,, the azimuthal mode

number rn, t},e normalized loop circumference C f À, at which the surface wave mode

is observed, the norm alized propagation velocity B I B" for the particular observation,

and on the identity of the particular surface v/ave observed S/W MODE. Table

4.01 provides the necessary information for the fourteen occurrences of surface wave

excitation which appear for e," - 2.56, r¡z: 7. Note that, aJthough theoretically the

HE11 mode exhibits zero cutoff characteristic, the impact of this mode upon the

input impedance calculations does not become significant untii C l^. reaches 0.7.

For C f À. ) 0.7 , the only surface wave mode observed for the conditions associated

with Table 4.01 is the HE11 mode. Table 4.02 provides the necessary information for

the nine occurrences of surface wave excitation which appear for e, - 5.6, m : 0.

Under these conditions, the TE61 mode is the only mode which may be excited.

Cutoff for this mode occurs fot C f ),. < 1.2. Table 4.03 provides the necessary

information for the twenty-one occurrences of surface wave excitation which appear

for e, - 5.6, m : 7. Again, note that the impact of the HE11 mode becomes

significant for C f À.: 0.5. Aí C l^" - 1.8, the EH11 mode begins to propagate and at

C f À. :2.0, the HE12 mode begins to propagate. Table 4.04 provides the necessary
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information for the five occurren-ces of surface wave excitation which appear for e,

- 5.6, m :2. Note that the HE21 mode is the only mode which may be excited

under these conditions and it exhibits a cutoff at Cf ),,: 1.6. Table 4.0b provides

the necessary information for the thirteen occurrences of surface u/ave excitation

which appear for e, - 9.0, rn:0. The TE61 mode begins to propagate at Cf 
^,:

0.9 and the TEs2 mode begins to propagate at C f ),. : 2.0. Table 4.06 provides the

necessary information for the thirty occurrerlces of surface wave excitation which

appear for e, - 9.0, r¡¿ : 7. Note that the impact of the HE11 mode becomes

signiflcant al Cf ),":0.4. Cutofffor the EH11 and HE12 modes is shown to be in

the vicinity of ClÀ.: \.4. The modes HE11, EHrr, and HE12 are the only modes

which may be excited under these conditions. Table 4.07 provides the necessary

information for the ten occurrences of surface wave excitation which appear for e"

- 9.0, m : 2. The HE21 mode exhibits a cutoff at C f )" : 1.9. Finally, Table

4.08 provides the necessary information for the three occurrences of surface lw.ave

excitation which appear for e, - 9.0, m :3. Under these conditions, the HE31 mode

is the only mode which can be excited. It exhibits a cutoff at cf \.: 1.g. For the

input impedance calculations presented in Figures 4.01 to 4.04,, onehundred and five

occurrences of surface wave excitation were observed. The residue calculations for

the surface wave modes provides a significant contribution to the input impedance

results.

The current distribution on the loop antenna is of interest in determining the

antenna's radiation characteristics. Further, an examination of its Fourier compo-

nents provides information on the convergence of the current distribution solution,
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the input impedance solution, and the dominant radiation mode. To examine the

Fourier components of the current distribution, the current on the antenna is defined

in a slightly modified form as foilows:

lo@) : ao * 2Ð o, cosn$
n=l

Figures 4.09 to 4.12 illusirate the magnitudes and phases of the input rnodal

currents for the four cases €, : 1.0, 2.56, 5.6, and 9.0. The input modal currents

IMC, are simply defined as the values of the co-efficients ø,, in the above expression.

The antenna excitation is a 1.0 volt rectangular pulse function. Therefore, the input

modal currents are directly related to the modal input admittances. For each case

of dielectric constant, the IMC are presented for two sets of data 0 - 10, and f) :

12. Since these results are obtained as an intermediate step in the calculation of the

input impedance, the discussions associated with the input impedance ca^iculation

g,re relevant here also. The magnitudes of the IMC are presented in unit of dBmA,

dB wiih respect to 1.0 mA, and the phases are presented in degrees.

Figure 4.09 illustrates the IMC f.or the case €" : 1.0. The zero order term is

predominant for the small loop sizes. Then the first order term begins to dominant.

This is completely consistant with the established behaviour of loop antennas in

free space. The phase for the zero order term for small loop sizes is 270 degrees.

This again is verified by established loop antenna behaviour in free space. The

admittance of a smali ioop antenna in free space is capacitive in nature. The

convergence of the Fourier series solution is evident from this figure. The higher

order terms increasingiy diminish and their phases are at g0 degrees as expected.
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Very little difference is observed between f) : 10 and f) : 12 data as expected. A

resonance in the first order term is observed at C f ),": 1.0. Again, this is supported

by established loop behaviour in free space conditions.

Figure 4.10 illustrates the IMC for the case e, : 2.56. In this situation, the

zero, first, and second order terms successively dominate the current distribution.

The increase in antenna electrical size is readily apparent from the downward shift

in C f ),. observed. for the current peaks. Resonances in the first and second. order

terms are noted. Figures 4.11 and 4.12 illustrate the IMC for the cases €,. : 5.6 and

9.0, respectively. In both situations, solution convergence is observed. However,

there appears to be oscillatory behaviour in the zero order magnitude which is also

reflected in the phase characteristic.

General conclusions may be drawn from the results presented in this chapter.

First, the formulation employed in this research has been verified through a number

of comparisons with results which appear elsewhere in the literature. The impact of

surface'wave excitation on the input impedance of the antenna has been analyzed.

And, the convergence of the current distribution solution has been observed.
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Table 4.01 Surface \Ã/ave Data e, :2.56 rn :7

I tr: 2. 56 8rì: I

cfh6' p/p" " s/w
MODE

t.7
0" I
0.9
r"0
1" I
1.2
1.3
1"4
1"5
tr"6
n"v
1.8
tr"9
2"4

1"000
1"002
1"007
1"019
1"037
1"062
1" 091
1"124
1" 158
1" X91

1 .222
1" 251
1.278
x"302

HErt
!-lE r r
HErt
HErr
HEtr
HErr
HErr
l-lE r r
HErr
HErr
FlErr
FlErr
I'lE r r
!-lE r r
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Table 4.02 Surface 'Wave Data €, : 5.6 rn :0

8tr= 5" 60 rn- 0

C./À@ p/p" s/w
MODE

1"2
1.3
1.4
1"5
1"6
1"7
-1 "8
r.9
2" t

1" 097
1 " 22'r
1.351
1"459
1"551
1"631
1"700
r"759
1 tt¿r 4¡"ot t

TEor
TEor
TEor
TEo r
TEor
TEor
TEo r
TEor
TEor
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Table 4.03 Surface Wave Data €, : 5.6 n¿:1

E tr: 5. 60 l¡l: n

c/À@ p/p. s/w
MODE

0.5
0.6
8"V
0. E
0.9
1.0
x" r
x"2
1.3
't .4
1"5
x.6
x"v
x"8
1"8
1"9
1" g

x.9
2.4
2.0
2" 0

1"000
1.004
n"026
1"094
x .229
1"395
1"547
x"671
1.77 1

1.850
1" 915
1"968
2" 412
1"014
2" 049
1" 000
r" 123
2" 080
1"007
1 "229
2" 1A7

t{E fi
HEtt
!-lE r r
!-lE r r
l-lE I r
!-lE r r
l-{E r r
!-lE r r
HErr
HErr
HErr
HEr¡
l-lE r r
EHu
l-lE r r
HE re
EHrr
HErr
HEra
EHrr
t-lE I r
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Table 4.04 Surface \Mave Data €, : 5.6 m :2

Er:5.60 ¡1ì: 2

c/Ào p/p, s/w
MODE

1.6
1"V
1"8
1"9
2.0

1" 109
1"270
î " 408
1" 520
1.613

!-lEer
!-lE¿r

l-lEar

HEer
l-lEar
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Table 4.05 Surface \Mave Data €" : 9.0 r¡z:0

8tr:9"00 m:- 0

cy'Ào p/p. s/w
MODE

0" I
I.0
1" r
1"2
1.3
1.4
1"5
1"6
1.7
1"8
1"9
2"4
2-O

tr. tr25
x. 409
1"645
tr " 834
1. 987
2" 111
2.213
2.298
2"370
2" 431
2" 484
1"069
2" 529

TEor
TEo ¡
TEor
TEor
TEor
TEor
TEor
TEor
TEor
TEor
TEor
TEo¿

TEor
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êr: 9.00 m¡: 1

û.4
0" 5
0" 6
0" 7
0. E

t" I
x" t
1" 1

1.2
1"3
1" 4
1"4
1"5
1.5
1"5
r.6
1"6
1.6
1"7
1"7
1"7
1" I
1" I
1"8
1" I
1"9
1"9
2" 0
2"A
2" 0

x. 000
I. 002
I"0s4
1.230
r" 6r5
1"927
2" 144
2" 299
2.413
2" 50 1

î" 105
2" 570
1. 001
1.335
2" 625
1" 016
1" 532
2.670
1" 069
1"697
2.7A7
1.186
x. 835
2" 738
'l 

" 358
l" 951
2"764
r " 538
2. 051
2" 786

[-{E r r
FlErr
!-lE r r
HElt
[-lE r ¡
t-lE r r
FlErr
HErr
HEtr
HErr
El-lr r
f-lE fi
HE re
El-lr r
FlErr
HE r¿
EHrr
!-lE r r
HEte
EHrr
HEtr
HE re
EFlr r
HErr
HE re
El-lr r
HErr
l-lE r e
EHrr
HErr

Table 4.06 Surface 'Wave Data €" : g.0 m: I
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Table 4.07 Surface Wave Data €, : 9.0 n¿ :2

êtr:9"00 m- 2

c/À@ p/p. s/w
MODE

1.3
x"4
1.5
1.6
1r-l
1"8
r"9
x"9
2.A
2" 0

tr"32t
Í. 640
1. 862
2" t27
2" 155
2" 25V
1. r87
2,34A
1"378
2" 409

l'lEer
l-lEer
t-lE¿r

l-lEer
l-lEer
FlEer

El-lel
l-lEz¡
E!-ler

l-lEer
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Table 4.08 Surface 'W.ave Data €" : g.0 m : J

8r: 9"00 sn:3

c,/h@ p/p. s/w
MODE

1"8
1"9
2"0

1

1

1

310
573
764

[-lEgr

HEs r
HEs r
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C&aapËer 5

Sqxrflace Wæ.ve Charæ.cËerås*åas

The formulation of surface wave behaviour, as outlined. in Chapter B, was employed

to calculate propagation velocities and electromagnetic field structure for a number

of surface wave modes. This type of information is particularly useful to engineers

involved in fibre-optics, certain areas of bioelectromagnetics, and polyrod antenna

design.

Elsasser's eigenvalue equation, which may be obtained by setting a : 0 (B.rT),

wasemployedtocalculatenormalized.propagationvelocitiesþ:p/p",Bo:2trfÀo,

for all hybrid mode surface waves which can be excited on dielectric cylinders of

radius up to 2.0 
^o, 

e, : 2.56,5.6, g.0, and n : I, 2,, B. The eigenvalues were

obtained through a direct search technique. Note that the higher ord.er modes

n ) 4 will, in general, exist, as indicated by the cutoff conditions (J.27). However,

the first three orders were considered sufficient to illustrate the characteristics of

interest' Attention is also drawn to the stight variation in notation between the

field expressions and surface v/ave mode identification. In the field expressions,
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(3'13), the azimuthal mode index is denoted by m. In the surface wave designations

HÐ",*fÐHn,*, t]ne azimuthal mode index is denoted by n and the successive zeros

of the associated cylinder functions are denoted by rn. In an attempt to bridge

the two notations, (3.36) denotes azimuthal mode index by m and successive zero

index by p. Hopefully, (3.36) will resolve any ambiguity which might arise due to

modification of notation.

Figure 5.01 illustrates normalizedpropagation velocities for hybrid mode surface

waves which may be excited on a dielectric cylinder e, - 2.56, radius a ( 2Àr, and

n : 7,2,3. Note that the maximum propagation veiocity is 1.6 (Jz.sa¡ For

n : L, the solid line illustrates the normalized propagation velocity for the HE11

mode- Note the way in which the line curves as ¿ --+ 0. This is significant in that,

theoreticallg the HE11 mode has no cut-off. This is verified by the present result.

For n : 7, nz: 1,the dotted line illustrates the normalized propagation velocity for

the EHil mode and the dashed line illustrates the normalized propagation velocity

for the HE12 surface wave mode. Similarly, for n : 1, n-L : 2, the dotted line

illustrates the EH12 mode and the dashed iine represents the HE13 mode. For

rt : !, Tr1. : 3, the dotted line represents the EH13 mode and the dashed line

represents the HEla mode. For n : 1, T'n : 4, the dotted line represents the

EHla mode and the dashed line represents the HE15 mode. As can be seen from

the cutoff conditions, ror n : 1, EH1,- and HEr,-+r surface wave modes exhibit

identical cutoff characteristics. This is verified by the present calculation.

Figure 5.01, n : 2 results illustrate definite cutoff conditions for all surface

IÃ/aves under consideration here. The soÌid line represents the HE21 mode while
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the subsequent dotted and dashed lines illustrate the behaviour of the EH2,- and

HEz,*+t modes respectiveiy. Note that for n : 1 and rz : 2, the highest surface

wave mode which may be excited is the HE15 mode. The n :3 results illustrate the

behaviour of the HEsr, EHsr, HEez, EHez, HEss, EHss, and HE3a modes. In this

situation, obviously the HE3a mode is the highesi surface wave mode which may be

excited. It is interesting to note that, while for n : 1, the EHr,- and HE1,-ar mod.es

exhibit the same cutoff condition, this is not the case for n ) 7. This behaviour

can be predicted by (3.27) and is verified by the present calculation.

Figure 5.02 illustrates normaJ.ized propagation velocities for hybrid mode surface

r¡/aves which may be excited on a dielectric cylinder e, - b.6, radius a 1 2Ào, n :

1, 2, and 3. Note that the maximum propagation velocity is 2.BT G/m¡. The same

convention for identifying the results in Figure 5.01 is used here. For ru : 1, results

are provided for surface wave modes HE11 to HE1e. Again note the knee at the

lower end of the HE11 curve, indicating zero cutoff behaviour. For p, : 2, results

are provided for modes HE21 to HE2s and for n : 3, resuits are provided for modes

HE31 to HEss.

Figure 5.03 illustrates normalized propagation velocities for hybrid mode surface

'waves which may be excited on a dielectric cylinder €, : g.0, radius a 12Ào, and n :

1, 2, and 3. Note that the maximum propagation velocity is 3.0 (vÆo¡ Employing

the same convention as used in Figures 5.01 and 5.02, in this figure n : I illustrates

the results for HE11 to HE1,11. Once again, the zero cut-off behaviour of the HE11

mode is noted. For n : 2, results are provided for modes HE21 to HEz,rr, and. for

rz : 3, results are provided for modes HE31 to HEs,ro.
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Surface v/ave propagation velocities for higher dielectric constant cyiinders are

presented here in order to illustrate the importance of careful analysis of such phe-

nomena in such appiications as frbre-optics systems design. Under certain condi-

tions, a fairly large number of modes may be excited. These modes all transport

energy, signals, at different velocities. In digital communications systerr,ls, the group

delay introduced by multiple mode excitation can lead to severe waveform distortion

and intersymbol interference. These conditions simply cannot be tolerated in com-

mercial high speed communications systems. Therefore, ca¡eful anaJysis is required

to prevent such problems from occuring.

The analysis and design of dielectric rod antennas has conventionally been based

upon vierving this type of antenna as a two element radiator. The first radiating

element is the waveguide - dielectric rod interface. The second radiating element

is the end of the dielectric rod whe¡e the transition from dielectric to free space

perturbs the propagating surface wave, resulting in radiation. The phase shift

in fields between the two sources is controlled by the length of the rod and the

propagation velocity of the surface wave. The radiation from the free end of the

rod is often predicted by modelling the end region as ari. aperture plane transverse to

the z axis, where the z axis is the axis of the rod. A knowledge of the electromagnetic

field structure at the end of the rod thus establishes the aperture field distribution

from which the radiation characteristics may be obtained. A knowledge of the

surface wave eiectromagnetic field. structure inside the rod is also usefui in designing

such items as dielectric waveguide components. In addition, it is interesting to

evaluate the magnitudes of the surface wave eiectromagnetic freld components and
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compare them to the field components observed in other waveguiding structures,

such as a dielectric rod inside a metaliic cylindrical waveguide. This last comparison

is the method by which Clarricoats [96] established his hybrid mode surface wave

identifi cation convention.

The above considerations led to the evaluation of the magnitudes of the surface

wave electromagnetic field components in Region I. The magnitudes of Eo, E6r,

E"r, Ho. H4,, and H,, were calculated using (3.36), as a function of prf.or selected

modes under the given geometry e, :2.56, a :3À12 and n : 1r 2, and 3. A, cosnþ

current distribution was presumed to exist on the loop. The z dependance of the

fieids was removed and then calculated results 'were normalized to the maximum

value of the HE11 mode seen in each fi.eld component.

Figures 5.04 and 5.05 illustrate the magnitude of the surface wave electromag-

netic field components, Region I, for e, :2.56,, a : JÀ/2, n : l. The fields are

plotted as a function of p, where 0 < p ( ø, and normaJized with repsect to the

maximum value of the HE11 field components. In these figures, results are provid.ed

for the HErr, EHrr, HErz, EHrz, HEre, EHrs, and HEla modes. An analysis of these

results provides information on nulls in the field components, which can be related

to the zeros of the cylinder functions which describe the field behaviour.

Additionally, it is interesting to observe the reiative magnitude of the various

modes. This information may indicate the degree to rvhich a particular mode is

excited. A compalison of field magnitudes for HE and EH type modes also indicates

the predominance of a transverse magnetic or transverse electric behaviour. Figure

5.06 illusirates the magnitude of the surface wave electromagnetic field components,
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Region I, for e, :2.56, a:3À12, and n :2. It this figure, results are provid.ed

for the HEzr, EHzr, HEzz, EH22 and HE23 modes. The comments directed towards

Figures 5.04 and 5.05 are also appropriate here. Finally, Figure 5.07, illustrates the

magnitudes of the surface wave eLectromagnetic field components, Region I, for e,

- 2.56, a :3\12, n :3. In this last figure, results are provided for the HE31, EHsr,

HEsz, EHez, and HE33 modes.
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ffi.adåa.Ëåoffi Chana.a&eråsËåcs

Numerical results have been obtained for the radiation characteristics of loop anten-

nas positioned coaxially on a variety of dielectric cyiinders. The current distribution

on the antenna is presumed to exhibit a cos nþ azirnuthal dependance. Under this

assumption, only two terms in the Fourier series expansion in / exist, m : Xn.

These terms combine to produce the same azimuthal dependance as seen in the

surface wave fieids. A knowledge of this dependance assists the presentation of the

present results in that it defines the principle planes in which the radiation charac-

teristics are calculated. For the present case, Ea exhibits a cos n/ dependance and

-Ee exhibits a sin n/ dependance.

Figures 6.01 to 6.24 present the amplitude of the E6 anð, -Ð6 electromagnetic

field components in the far field region. In each figure, eight radiation patterns are

included which illustrate the effect of increasing the cylinder's dielectric constant.

The upper semi-circle of each pattern is graduated in the polar angle d. Figure

3.01 illustrates the relation of. g to the physical geometry of the structure. The
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four semi-circles of decreasing radius indicate the 0, -10, -20, and -80 d.B contour

lines of the radiation pattern. At the bottom of each pattern, the relative dielectric

constant, e,, of the cylinder is recorded. The maximum value of the field. amplitud.e

to which the logarithmic plot is normaiized, is also recorded. Both the shape of the

radiation pattern and its maximum field amplitude provides information relevant

to the analysis of the structure's radiation characteristics.

The top ieft pattern> €r :1.001, is included in each figure to illustrate the loop,s

radiation characteristics in free space and to emphasize the affect that the dielectric

cylinder has upon the loop's radiation pattern. Although computed by solution of a

cylindrical boundary value problem, this free space pattern, by way of verification,

may also be computed using a radiation integral approach.

Each figure caption contains information regarding the field components ob-

served, the loop radius c, and the azimuthal mode number n. Patterns are presented.

for the appropriate principle plane as defined above.

By way of brief review, Figure 6.01 to 6.04 illustrate the amplitude of E6 for a

cos / 1.0 ampere current distribution. The loop radii considered are )/8, À/4,, ,B^lg,
and ),f 2, respectively. Increases in directivity are observed in the patterns of Figure

6'01 for the cases €' : 1.5, 2.0, and 2.5. The patterns are slightly modified for these

cases. These perturbations may be attributed to the influence of the cylinder. The

cases of e, - 3.0, 3.5, 4.0, and 4.5 show a steady decrease in the maximum field

amplitude observed' It is evident that po\Mer is being transported away from the

loop via surface waves. Obviously, as the dielectric constant increases above 3.0,

additional surface waves are excited.
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A slightly different behaviour is observed in Figure 6.02. Although the pattern

modification is attributable to radiation from the cylinder, the significant observa-

tion is the initial rapid reduction in maximum field amplitude. Again, this may

be attributed to surface wave action. The further modifrcation of the pattern and

gradual increase in maximum field amplitude as the dielectric constant is increased

to 4.5 is the result of the cylinder's influence.

In Figure 6.03, again the initial decrease in the maximum field ampiitud,e may

be associated with surface wave excitation. The cytinder's influence plays an in-

creasingly significant role up to €" : B.b where a very rrarrorv beamwidth pattern

occurs. Narrow beamwidth patterns of this nature are normally seen in travelling

or leaky wave wire antennas. The influence of the cylinder appears to be cut off

for e' : 4.0. The further decrease in the maximum field amplitude suggests that

higher order surface wave modes are being excited and, as such, transport more

power av¡ay from the loop in a non-radiative manner.

Similar results are seen in Figure 6.04. Of particular interest is the radiation

pattern seen at e, : 2.0 . similar results to those seen in the e, : 2.0 case have

been observed by Pavlov [59] for a loop antenna situated on a cylinder composed

of permeable material.

Figures 6-05 to 6'08 illustrate the amplitude of E6for a cos 2ó I.0 ampere current

distribution. The loop radii considered arc Àf g, 
^14, 

B^/g and Àf2,, respectively.

Again, the e, : 1.001 patterns are patterns which would nor-mally be observed from

the respective loops radiating in free space.

A very interesting result is observed in Figure 6.05. Through the entire range
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of dieiectric constants, there is virtually no observable change in the shape of the

field pattern. However, the maximum field amplitude decreases exponentiatty. This

clearly illustrates the increasing excitaiion of a low order surface wave mode with

a resultant increase in power transported away from the loop. It is evid.ent that,

aside from surface wave action, the cylinder exhibits negligible influence und.er these

conditions.

In Figure 6.06, the increased excitation of the surface wave is again observed.

A gradual modification of the pattern illustrates the increasing influence of the

cylinder' As the beamwidth of the pattern narrorruS, a corresponding increase in

maximum field amplitude is observed..

The cyiinder's influence is very predominant in the patterns of Figure 6.07. The

variation of maximum field amplitude with pattern shape is readily apparent for all

cases. The introduction of small sidelobes for e. :4.0 and 4.5 is also observed..

Behaviour similar to that of Figure 6.03 is again noted in Figure 6.0g. Of

particular interest is the extremely high directivity condition observed for e, : B.b.

The shift in cylinder radius observed between Figures 6.03 and 6.0g appears to be

connected with the root iocations of the first and second order Bessel functions.

once again, the influence of the cylinder appears to be cut off above e, : 4.0.

Figures 6.09 to 6.12 iltustrate the amplitude of E6for a cos Bd 1.0 ampere current

distribution. The loop radii considered are À/g, 
^14,8^/g, 

and À/2, respectively.

Again, the e' : 1.001 patterns reflect free space radiation patterns.

The behaviour observed in Figure 6.05 is repeated in both Figure 6.0g and 6.10.

In comparing these figures, it is noted that the largest maximum field amplitudes
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are observed in Figure 6.10, followed by 6.05, and then 6.09. However, the largest B

dB beamwidth is observed in the patterns of Figure 6.05, followed by 6.10, and then

6.09. in all cases, an exponential decrease in maximum field amplitude is observed,

indicating the increased excitation of electromagnetic surface v/aves.

In Figure 6.11, the predominant action of surface wave excitation is observed for

the cases of e, :1.5 and 2.5. Contributions to the pattern from cylinder influence

are in evidence for the cases of €" : 3.0 to 4.5. Although the patterns change

significantly over this region, the gradual increase in maximum field amplitude up

to the free space r,ralue indicates that there will be significant po\Mer transport au/ay

from the loop via the surface \¡dave.

The radiation patterns presented in Figure 6.\2 appear to be similar to those of

Figure 6.08. In particular, the e, - 2.0,2.5,8.0, and 8.5 patterns of Figure 6.0g are

very close in appearance to the e, - 3.0, 3.b, 4.0, and 4.b patterns of Figure 6.12.

The various mechanisms involvéd in the two geometries are presumed to be similar.

Figures 6.13 to 6.16 illustrate the amplitude of. Es for a cos / 1.0 ampere current

distribution. Once again, loop radii 
^18,, ^/4, 

B^IB, anð, À/2 are considered and

the e, : 1.001 results provide the free space patterns.

Figures 6.17 to 6.20 illustrate the amplitudes of. Es for a cos2$ 1.0 ampere

current distribution and Figures 6.2I to 6.24 illustrate the amplitude of E6 for a

cos 3/ 1.0 ampere current distribution. The E6 characteristics exhibit trends similar

to those seen in t'lne E6 patterns. The results of Figures 6.17, 6.21, and 6.22 exhibit

trends which are identical to those of Figures 6.0b, 6.09, and 6.10.

Radiation characteristics for loop antennas rvith current distributions calculated
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from the present formulation have also been determined. Figures 6.25 to 6.28 display

tlre radiation characteristics of loop antennas, C f 
^" 

:0.5, 1.0, 1.5, and 2.0, which

are positioned on a dielectric cylinder, e, :2.56. The first frve Fourier components

of each current distribution are used to calculate these radiation results.

Some general conclusions may be drawn from the results presented in this chap-

ter. First, the influence of the dielectric cylinder is significant in a large number of

cases. This influence is presumed to be the phase shift introduced by the cylinder

to the radiation emanating from the various point sources which comprise the loop

antenna. The antenna may be considered as a circular array of point sources. Each

point source exhibits a different amplitude and phase characteristic. The phase

characteristic of each point source is further modified by the presence of the cylin-

der. In a few instances, the dielectric cylinder exhibits no infl.uence on the antenna's

radiation pattern. This may occur when the phase shifts introduced by the cylinder

are on the order of 2tr. In general, there will be a complex relationship with respect

to power balance between radiation from the antenna and the excitation of hybrid

mode surface waves. It is possible to employ a dielectric support which will not af-

fect the shape of the pattern; the only compromise is a reduction in radiated po\¡/er.

Conversely, it is possible to vary the cylinder geometry and dielectric constant to

design a variety of shaped beam antennas. Finally, the implementation of highly

directive antennas is also possible under suitably selected parameters.
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Chapt,ew V

Cosacåaxsåoyas æ.sld

ffi.ecos-åßffi?eradat åc¡sas for F\xË q-ã re

lMonå<

This thesis has presented an analysis of the electromagnetic characteristics of a ioop

antenna which is positioned on an infinitety long dielectric circular cylinder. The

problem has been formulated as a cylindricai boundary value problem in which the

wave equation for the Debye potential functions is solved. Extensions to the basic

formulation are performed in order to evaluate input impedance and current dis-

tribution, surface wave behaviour, and radiation characteristics for the antenna. A

comparison of results from the present formulation with results presented elsewhere

in the literature verify the present results most satisfactoriiy.

A number of conclusions may be drawn from the numerical results obtained in

this work for various antenna ch.aracteristics. With respect to input impedance,
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the dielectric cylinder does exert considerabie influence on the input impedance of

the antenna. This influence is exerted in two rü/ays. First, the excitation of surface

waves on the cylinder adds to the resistive component of the input impedance.

Second, the higher dielectric constant of the cylinder increases the electrical size of

the antenna, which in turn infl.uences both the resistive and reactive components

of the input impedance. In comparing the contributions to the resistive part of

the input impedance by radiation and surface wave excitation, the surface r.¡¡ave

contribution appears to have a stabilizing influence on the resistance while the

radiation contribution has a perturbing influence. Specifically,, as C f Ào increases,

the surface wave contribution stabilizes after an initial transition whiie the radiation

contribution varies widely. The significance of the surface wave excitation upon the

general input impedance characteristics is shown by the large number of surface

wave modes which can be excited under the geometries studied. The loop antenna

wire radius exerts an influence upon the input impedance also. This influence

appears to be consistant for all values of dielectric constant and is verified by resuits

published elsewhele in the literature.

The calculations associated with surface rvave behaviour, in large part, confirm

and extend results which are already available. To date, an emphasis on the first and

second order terms appears to dominate the literature. Therefore, the information

presented here for the higher order modes in particular, is of interest. Certainly,

the results of Chapter 5 emphasize the significance of surface 'wave analysis in en-

gineering applications.

The information presented in Chapter 6 illustrates the impact of the cylinder
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upon the radiation characteristics of the antenna. Such information is useful in

various antenna design activities. In certain situations, the physical dimensions

of a loop antenna and its support structure cannot be altered but the support

structure's material can be altered. The change in dielectric constant then permits

a certain degree of pattern control for the radiating system. Loop antennas with

high directivity may be designed in a straightforward manner.

Numerous extensions to the present work would prove useful. As noted in Chap-

ters 5 and 6, arbitrary current distributions on the antenna were presumed for the

calculation of surface wave and radiation behaviour. The next step is to take the

result,s of Chapter 4 and actually determine the surface wave and radiation char-

acteristics for the current distribution calculated. An array of loop antennas on

a dielectric cylinder would be the next obvious major step in this work. It would

be particularly interesting to separate the mutual coupling into that part which is

created by the near field structure and that part which is created by surface wave

activity. The radiation characteristics of the loop antenna array would be of inter-

est. In particular, the possibiliiy of backward wave action should be explored. The

u'hole area of surface wave and leaky wave antenna design requires an analysis of

the loop antenna on a lossy dielectric cylinder. The complexities associated with

anaiyzing leaky wave structures would establish this project as a major undertak-

ing. Finall5 of personal interest to the author, is the possibility of obtaining series

solutions for the field expressions presented in this work. The evaluation of these

expressions by numericai quadrature is a lengthy process which could possibly be

alleviated if a suitable technique were employed to find all leaky wave poles in the
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domain of the integration variable ).

Additional numerical results which arise from this work have been presented in

the literature. Radiation characteristics for certain geometries have been published

in [117]. The ciraracteristics of certain hybrid mode surface \¡/aves appear in [118].

Although not reported in this thesis but of interest to the author is the near field

electromagnetic field structure in the vicinity of the loop antenna for presumed

current distributions. An evaluation of such a fieid structure permits the definition

of the well known Fresnel and Fraunhoffer zones around the antenna. Numerical

results for such a field structure appear in [119]. The calculation of input impedance

and current distribution are considered by the author to be the most significant

aspect of this worl<. To that end, a number of publications have appeared [120],

17271,17221,. A detailed discussion of the intermediate results obtained d.uring the

input impedance calculations appears in [123].
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APPÐNÐTX A

Large Argument Approrimation for the Modal Impedønce Integral

From (3.21), the modal impedance integral is as follows:

? 1/*f
þm - o* l_*[Bå(À)f¿rl - Bi|o)t¿rr]as

where, for lÀl ) #;, the terms which make up Bfi(À), BhQ), f)11, and f)12 contain

modified Bessel functions I-(") and K*(ø). Note that the term ;f which appears in

front of the integral sign in the above expression cancels tirre rc* term which appears

in the expressions for Bfi(À) and Bh(Ð.

Large argument approximations for the modified Bessel functions are now sub-

stituted into the equation f.or Z^. These approximations are as follows and may be

found in the literature [115].

I,(") È +, t/2nx

r{"(z) È ,[T,u'

After extensive reduction, a general large argument approximation for the integrand

maSr þs obtained as foliorvs:

î(À\ x ,p" l-io + inz2 I e-r(p-')\ / Jp" l, 2 (e, * 7)k2.p_l À

1-9I¡tJ



z,n,toit:" l"* 1-3.o^

where

,r _ apo l-¡" _ j*, 
1' : JpoL 2 T k,+r)kl)

anð, z is some arbitrarily large value of ). The integral involved in the tail contri-

bution is the well known exponentiai integral. Tabulated values for this function

appear in the literature [115].

The tail contribution may now be written:
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APPENÐTX B

Deaelopment of Far Field Equøtions

The tangentiai field components for the external region, Region II, are as follows:

co

Ezrt - Ð
'ITL:-Ø

æ

H,,,: Ë "-inó llu*,f^)erue-i^"d,À

oo 

-:-*.*

Eó,,: _Ð "-imó J_*[uht^)or, - B;(À)o1r]e-i^'d,À

Hó,,: Ë "-imó l]*lu1t^)o,u - afiq.l¡a,u] e-i^zd^
îTL=-@ J -q

where BiQ), B*,(^), flrr, f)rz, f)ru, f)ro, and f)1s are given in (8.12).

From these equations, the far field equations are developed using the method

of steepest descent. In using this technique, ii is advantageous to substitute the

variable À : ko cos a. This substitution maps the two sheeted Riemann surface

domain for À into strips of width Ztr in the a domain. Figure 8.01 iilustrates the

mapping of À into a and shows the transformed integration contour.

To iliustrate the application of the steepest descent technique method, the de-

velopment of the far field equation for E6r, will be reviewed in detail.
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À plane - lower sheet

a plane

Figure 8.01 Contour Mapping for Fa¡ Field Ev¿luation
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E,r, : Ë "-imö [^*t* (r.sina)2 Bi(rco cos a) x
I : -^n=-(Ð ¿ -J@

Hß) &. sin ap)e-iko'o'azko sino,d,a

The large argument approximation for the Hankel function [115] is substituted into

the above equation:

8,,, : 
_ä 

.-imó I_)** fr"sina)zÏ.,.(Lcocosa) x

T2-
1 / ,- "_i(ko[sinac*cosaz]_ftnlÐÐ 

7r" sir- ad,a
Y TtroSrnap

Substituting ) : k,cosa into E,, d^ - -lïosinada, and : fro sina:

Next, the cylindrical co-ordinates are transformed to spherical co-ordinates on the

right hand side; p : Ãsin 0 arrd z : Rcos d. The exponential term becomes:

-j(k.J?[sin a sin á * cos a cos 0] - fu + *);)

then

-i(k"Rcos(a - 0) - fu + ;f;)
Substituting the spherical co-ordinates into the right hand side, and also moving

the last ko sin a, which appears next to da, under the square root sign yields:

8",, : 
^ä "-imó l_,1**f*"sina)2Bi(rcocosa) x

lWo-jÈo,ecos(a -e) 
"ilrn+ili ¿*

V "A.i"a
At this point, the only approximation invoked has been the large argurnent ap-

proximation for the Hankel function. The steepest descent technique will nor,v be

employed.
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Consider the exponential term e-rÈ"Rcos(a-d), a being the integration variable.

-B is taken to be a very large number. As a varies along the integration contour,

the exponential term will change rapidly except in the region d. : 0, the saddle

point. Under the method of steepest descenl 17241, the exponent -j cos(a - d) is

expanded in a Taylor series about 0. Let the complex variable a - e: sei1, a:

sei, +0, da- eirds. Using the first three terms of the Taylor series:

/(") :

-j cos(sei") :

/(o) + "gl +:'æf I

ds l":o , *1"-"
t. .ò :.^,_J + J,"'",

-i+if,{r""2l+isin27)

-*.t, 2t - iG - {.o,27)

The steepest descent contour is taken along a line in the complex plane where the

imaginary part of this series representation is constant. In this instance, I*l- j cos(seia)]

is constant along the line 'y : iLq in accordance with the direction of the con-

tour taken above. Therefore, -j cos(seit)1"=i : -j - +. This substitution for

-j cos(a - á) is applied to the equation for E"rr. Additionally, all parts of the

integrand except this exponential term indicated are considered slowlg uaryi,ng and

are simply evaluated at, a : d. Therefore:

ooÐ \--DtII ¿t e

co

:\-p
¿J

- i *ó (k o sin 0)2 B l,(k, cos E {'m "¡ 
ç*+ !) [ 

"i 
! f 

* 
"n"o{- 

¡ - *l ¿"

-i*ók: sin2 0a"*(k".o, Ð\f *"i[(*+t)[-k"^, l* "-k"RS 
¿"

l'[ote that the limits are no\Ã/ foo for s, the magnitude of the complex variable.
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Next consider:

f* 
"-r"n* 

d,J_*

Make the substitution 
" 
: ffi, 4R+ : t2, d,s : ffiat.the integral becomes:

f-1- ,*,l-'- l-- "-"dt'l n.a J -*" wu

This is Laplace's integral and it has a tabulated value "f ,ft. After some algebraic

simplifications:

8",, : Ë k! sir2 eB"*(k".o" e¡l.it(*+t)i-mó-k"Rl
m=-æ 

llL\ v r 
R

To present this equation in terms of spherical co-ordinate field. components:

ã,: _ sinlã¿, ar: -4sln ft

Therefore:

80,, : - Ë ki sin LB'*(k. cos 0¡Z"it(mtr)$-m$-k"Rl

Removing the terms tJ;;tdant upon ræ from und.erneath the summation, the

final result is obtained:

E't, : -i2k3stn0e-in'n i Bh&.cos|)e-i*(ö-i),R

Similarly:

H0,, : -i2k3stnïe-ik"R Ë BhØ"cos|)e-i*(ó-î)
' R m:-Ø

For the azimuthal co-ordinates, after substitution of À : ko cos a and the iarge

argument approximation for the Hankei function:

E1 
Õo rr*iæbó,, : Ð "-imö I ,' [u*,(O,cos a)E, - Bk&"cos c)E2] x

m=-æ J-Jæ

T,
, I 

_r_1_ 
"- 

i ko (sin a p¡.o' o p) 
lc o sin ad,a

Y T fro Slrt Ap
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where:

E1 : tt#r,sina 
ler("'-+)i - "it^+ilg1

=2 
: Ylro.o" *"i@+l¡;

Substitute P : Rsin9, z : Ãcos d to obtain the exponent -j k.Rcos(a-1). Follow

the operations indicated in the development for Er, upon s-ik"Rcos(a-d) to obtain

the following:

Eó,, : 
_å 

.-imó lU*"(f"cos á)E3 - Bk(k.cos d)Fn]

where

ffi"t,t-r"", l:"-x"n{ ¿"

E3 : t#r,sino 
lei@-i)î - ei@+Ðil

v, : rnkocos9 

"j@+Ði'¿4 Ã r"r I

Employing Laplace's integral:

Eó,, : Ë lu!^(r"cos d)E, - Bi4.cos d)E ,1 2 
"¡(i-uol-*ö)-"J 

R

The term leiø-+ri ---",r**å)i], which is found in 83, may be simplified ¡o2"i(*î-T).

The term "i(*+Ði, which is found. in Ea, may be simplified ¡o 
"i@î+î).

A re-arrangement of terms yields:

Eó,, : Ð liru.ah(no cos d)ko sind-*--¡Å*ut , .

-R sin 0 B:,(k. cos d)] '-ui(*i-k"p-*Ó)

Removing terms which are independant of rn from under the summation yield.s:

Eó,, : i2k'rik"n Ë l, ¡r"nyçro cos d) sin á - 
*r\" 

ll"^' u.i"(Ã.., cos ,]7] 
"-i-to-+l

"EII R *7*L " A.irrv l
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Similariy:

Hö,,:-'Y-äþ,"u"*ç*.cosá)siná+*#"|(k"cose)]"_i*tø_tl
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